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ABSTRACT

A Graphical User Interface (GUI) was developed in Matlab version 5.2 for the Photon

Migration Amplitude Cancellation Portable Breast Tumor Imaging System.  This GUI allows the

user to select a data file, parses information about the subject from the file, and displays the data

as an intensity image.  The data is further processed through interpolation, blood volume and

deoxygenation images are constructed and displayed, and the resultant images are thresholded

before determining their congruence.  The congruence levels can then be used to determine the

nature of the anomalous mass within the breast.  This program will aid in the elimination of

human error in breast tumor diagnosis, because the determination is based on a number of

quantitative measurements and not subject to subjective interpretation like current mammogram

technology.
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INTRODUCTION

Project Objectives

The design objectives of this project were to design a complete breast tumor analysis

software package.  This package will include a program to analyze and interpret data from the

breast tumor imaging system to determine if the breast is cancerous.  The analysis software will

be packaged as a complete system with an automated and “user-friendly” graphical user interface

(GUI).

The overall objective of this project is to create a software system that will automate the

tedious process of analyzing and comparing individual components of the breast image, without

sacrificing the accuracy or precision of the prediction.  The net benefits can be measured in time

saved to the patient and improved efficiency of operation for the doctor.  This will translate in

the long run to lower overall cost for breast cancer detection, and perhaps higher levels of

utilization by the public.  The long run effects on society can be measured by improvements in

overall levels of health for women because of improvements in breast cancer diagnosis

technology.

Background: Breast Cancer
Excluding skin cancer and in situ carcinomas, breast cancer is the most common cancer

occurring in females, with a lifetime incidence of about 12.6% (1 in 8).1  It is also the second

most common cause of cancer death in females.  The American Cancer Society estimates that in

1997 there will be 181,600 new cases of breast cancer in females, and an estimated 43,900

women will die from breast cancer.  Breast cancer develops over a period of years, and

controlled medical studies have show that if it is detected in a localized stage, without spread to

regional lymph nodes, the 5-year survival rate is approximately 97%.2  However, when the

cancer has spread to axillary lymph nodes the 5-year survival decreases to about 76%, while the

5-year survival decreases further to about 20% with distant metastases to the lung, bone marrow,

liver or brain.  This improved survival with early detection is the rational for breast imaging and

screening mammography.  Breast imaging and mammography also play a role in defining the

                                               
1 Kopans, DB. & Halpern, E. Re: Benefits and risks of screening mammography for women in their forties: a

statistical appraisal [letter].  Journal of the National Cancer Institute.  91(4):382-4, 1999 Feb 17.
2 Kopans & Halpern, 1999.
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extent and nature of palpable abnormalities, or the presence of additional occult disease in cases

of clinically evident abnormality and prior to therapeutic intervention.3

Current Breast Tumor Detection Methods

X-Ray Mammography

X-Ray Mammography refers to breast imaging with the use of x-rays.  The x-ray images

are produced by the attenuation (absorption) and scattering of the x-ray beam by the various

breast tissues before the beam reaches and exposes the film.  Dedicated mammography units are

currently sold by multiple vendors with generally minor differences in technical specifications.

Figure 1, shown below, is a picture of a standard x-ray mammography unit.

Figure 1: A standard x-ray mammography unit.  The images are
produced by the attenuation (absorption) and scattering of
the x-ray beam by the various tissues of the breast before
the beam reaches and exposes the film.

Currently mammography is performed with a dedicated mammography unit, to optimize

radiographic exposure and breast compression; and with rigorously controlled film processing

                                               
3 Herrada, J.; Iyer, RB.; Atkinson, EN.; Sneige, N.; Buzdar, AU.; & Hortobagyi GN.  “Relative value of physical

examination, mammography, and breast sonography in evaluating the size of the primary tumor and regional
lymph node metastases in women receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy for locally advanced breast carcinoma.”
Clinical Cancer Research. 3(9):1565-9, 1997 Sept.
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and development to optimize image quality.  Because the x-ray images depend on differential

attenuation of the x-ray beam by the different breast tissues, if may be difficult to separate

normal functioning breast tissue from a benign or malignant mass.  As a consequence

mammography is less sensitive in dense breasts than in fatty, involution breasts.4

Both screening and diagnostic mammograms routinely start with the standard

mediolateral oblique and craniocaudal projections.  For further evaluation of suspected

abnormalities supplemental views including exaggerated craniocaulal, spot compression,

magnification, vertical lateral, tangential, and push-back views may be obtained.  The spot

compression view, with or without magnification, is used to separate a suspected density from

adjacent parenchyma and better define its margins.  Spot compression magnification views also

better define the presence and morphology of various breast calcifications and masses.

Tangential views are useful to define the relationship of a parenchymal density or calcifications

to the skin.  Vertical lateral views better define the anatomic location of lesions within the breast

as well as demonstrate the presence of calcium (calcium precipitate) within small cysts.

Disadvantages of X-Ray Mammography

One of the biggest problems with x-ray mammography is the inability of this technique to

detect cancerous growths in very dense breast tissue.  X-ray imaging performs on the basis of

contrast differentiation between normal low density tissue and cancerous high density tissue.

Breasts with high adipose content, and high calcification return a large number of false positive

readings with x-ray mammography.  Therefore, x-ray mammography can return both false

negatives as well as false positive readings.

Another large problem with x-ray mammography is the inability of the imaging technique

to distinguish between malignant and benign growths in the breast.  Under the best conditions, an

x-ray mammogram can only detect the presence of high density tissue, potentially cancerous.  To

accurately confirm the type of growth in the breast, a doctor must perform a biopsy on the

patient.  This leads to further medical expenses and excessive numbers of biopsies performed

every year.

                                               
4 Hurd TC. & Edge SB.  “Breast cancer imaging.”  [Review] Surgical Oncology Clinics of North America.

8(1):1-15, 1999 Jan.
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The last major disadvantage with x-ray mammography is the great patient discomfort that

the patient is subject to during the procedure.  Figure one shown above shows a x-ray

mammography machine, one can imagine the great discomfort women must go through during

the procedure, especially when the breast is being compressed to regulation thickness.

NMR/MRI Mammography

Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging or magnetic resonance imaging creates an image of

a section of the body using the principles of nuclear magnetic resonance.  Magnetic resonance

imaging can generate thin section images of any part of the body from any angle and direction

without surgical invasion.  This makes the MRI a valuable diagnostic tool for evaluating

potential breast cancer tumors.

With a false negative rate of almost zero, MRI imaging of the breast is considered one of

the most exciting diagnostic breakthroughs in years.  In one study, 3.9 times as many malignant

lesions were detected using MRI imaging as those identified through conventional x-ray

mammography.5 MRI imaging is not limited by many of the problems facing x-ray

mammograms.  A MRI can accurately pinpoint a tumor among dense or calcified breast tissue.

A patient can safely undergo numerous MRI scans without worrying about receiving a dose of

excessive radiation.

Disadvantages with NMR/MRI Mammography

One of the greatest disadvantages with MRI is the high cost of operation.  The cost of an

MRI is estimated in being 2-3 times more expensive than an x-ray mammogram.  This

prohibitively high costs has prevented the MRI from being regularly used as the principal means

in diagnosing breast cancer.

The primary obstacle to the more frequent use of MRI to study the breast is its

unsuitability for needle localization since the enhancement lasts only a few minutes.  However,

when employed as an ancillary tool in such cases as roentgen-dense distorted tissue, severe

scarring, and the presence of silicone implants among others, this modality will profoundly

improve diagnostic accuracy.6

                                               
5 Green, S.; Palethorpe, JE.; Peach, D.; & Bradley, DA.  “Performance assessment of patient dosimetry services

and X-ray quality assurance instruments used in diagnostic radiology.”  [Review] [23 refs] Applied Radiation &
Isotopes.  50(1):137-52, 1999 Jan.

6 Ziewacz, J. “Breast imaging.”  Connecticut Medicine.  63(1):23-8, 1999 Jan.
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Ultrasound Imaging

Ultrasound imaging (also called ultrasound scanning or sonography) is a relatively

inexpensive, fast, and radiation-free imaging modality.  Ultrasound is excellent for non-

invasively imaging and diagnosing a number of organs and conditions, without x-ray radiation.

Because high-frequency sound waves cannot penetrate bone or air, they are especially useful in

imaging soft tissues and fluid filled spaces.  Ultrasound is good at non-invasively imaging a

number of soft tissue organs without x-rays.  This makes ultrasound imaging a good diagnostic

technique for the diagnosis of breast cancer.

An ultrasound examination of the breast is performed with a small, hand-held device

called a transducer.  Ultrasound is a virtually painless procedure.  A jelly-like material is used to

form a coupling of the transducer to the skin.  The radiologist or technologist holds the

transducer against the breast.  It directs very high frequency sound waves through the skin into

the body and measures the reflected waves.  Because sound waves travel at different speeds in

different tissues, an echo is produced as different tissue levels are traversed.  These echoes are

then recorded to construct the image.

Ultrasound imaging is a highly valuable method for determining whether a mass found in

the breast is a cyst or a tumor.  Cysts are almost never due to cancer.  Masses that are not cysts

are called solid and may be due to cancer.  Ultrasound imaging is an accepted method of

evaluating a known mass in this diagnostic use.  Ultrasound imaging is another useful technique

for analyzing women with radiodense breast.

Disadvantages with Ultrasound imaging

Ultrasound imaging was originally used to guide the biopsy needle to the site of the

suspicious growth for an excavation or biopsy.  Ultrasound imaging was very effective for this

because it returned a real time image so surgeons could visualize the path of the needle.

However, its use as a diagnostic tool to determine if a growth is cancerous is a new

application for ultrasound imaging, and there has not been sufficient research to determine if

ultrasound imaging is accurate in its diagnostic capabilities.

Another problem with ultrasound imaging is the need for a radiologist to analyze the

image.  This increases the patient’s cost of what is considered a relatively cheap procedure.
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Limitations of Current technology

In recent years, the early detection of preclinical breast cancer in screening programs has

been proposed and implemented as a beneficial tool against a disease which one in eight women

in the United States will encounter.  While current breast cancer screening programs implement

conventional x-ray mammography and palpation for breast cancer detection, there are recognized

limitations to x-ray mammography.  Generally, conventional x-ray mammography is not used for

early premenopausal women due to the increased cellularity and subsequent radiodense tissue

structure.  The benefit achieved from x-ray mammography screening in this population is

outweighed by the small yet finite risk associated with repeated doses of x-irradiation.  Yet,

when compared to postmenopausal women who significantly benefit from x-ray mammography,

premenopausal women with preclinical breast cancer may experience more rapid tumor growth

due to hormone fluctuations.  In addition, women with familial histories of breast cancer are

placed at an even higher risk when subjected to the x-ray radiation.  These factors suggest not

only the need for more frequent screening in high-risk populations, but more importantly, an

alternative means of cancer detection which is not compromised by the increased tissue

cellularity found in early premenopausal women.

A new detection technique called photon migration imaging has been shown to be able to

image the breast and its surrounding tissue.  This imaging technique has been used to map the

intensity of blood flow as well as oxygenated and deoxygenated blood in the breast.  This new

imaging technique promises to be able to match the accuracy and precision of x-ray

mammography, without the negative side effects of high radiation exposure and an inability to

detect cancers in certain high-risk age groups.  Photon migration imaging does not promise to be

more accurate than an MRI scan, however the procedure should be significantly cheaper.  Photon

migration imaging will be compared to x-ray mammography because currently x-ray

mammography is the most common screening and diagnostic standard for breast cancer.

Photon Migration Theory
Biomedical optical imaging has been explored as an important non-invasive diagnostic

technique for detection of tissue abnormalities.  In the visible and near infrared region (NIR)

range, light can penetrate biological tissue fairly deeply, with minimum absorption.  However,

light traversing biological tissue undergoes multiple elastic scattering events.  The objective of
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photon migration imaging is to reduce or eliminate the resulting turbidity, which obscures small

embedded lesions.

The failure of known approximations to the radiative transport equation (diffusion

approximation, the Kubelka-Munk method, Born approximation, etc.) to accurately describe

regimes which are relevant for imaging in real biological tissues, has lead to efforts to solve the

radiative transport equation in a more rigorous way.  Researchers have analyzed multiple

scattering phenomena using an approach called “photon migration,” where they introduced the

probabilistic picture of photon transport in turbid media.7  This picture combined with the

concept of the “photon path,” permits the introduction of Feynman path integrals in a very

natural way, “due to the ability of path integrals to deal directly with the notion of the probability

of a path.”  It was shown that the path integral approach constitutes a reformulation of the time

dependent radiative transport equation.8  The approach provides new solutions to the problem of

light propagation in turbid media, as well as new insights into the physical basis of the process.

In essence, photon migration is an applied mathematical concept regarding how light

traverses biological tissue like skin.  Once a mathematical function was developed to

demonstrate how light would behave as it moved through dense non-uniformed medium like

human tissue, it became possible to build an image from the scatter of the light, hence photon

migration imaging.

The Amplitude Cancellation System
Photon migration imaging is able to create images deep within the human body.

However, problems like boundary errors and low signal to noise ratios were common with early

photon migration imaging systems.  A new technique with photon migration imaging uses a

method called amplitude cancellation to increase the signal to noise ratio as well as the resolution

of the image.

Amplitude cancellation uses the simple geometry to triangulate the location of a hidden

object.  Amplitude cancellation is the process of having one source coupled with two equal

                                               
7 Kang, K.; Bruley, D.; & Chance, B. “Feasibility of a Single and Multiple Source Near-Infrared Phase

Modulation Device for Characterizing Biological Systems.”  Biomedical Instrumentation and Tehcnology,
July/August 1997.

8 Liu, H.; Boas, A.; Zhang, Y.; Yodh, A.; & Chance, B.  “A simplified approach to characterize optical properties
and blood oxygenation in tissue using continuous near infrared light.”  SPIE-International Society for Optical
Engineering, Volume 2389:496-502.
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spaced detectors outputting a single data point.  The entire purpose of the amplitude cancellation

system is to null the amplitude characteristics of the signal.  By nulling the amplitude

characteristics of the signal, the system can work on a differential basis.9  The source sends out a

signal that is picked up by both detectors, however variations in the signal phase and amplitudes

between the two detectors determine the distance and location of the hidden object.  Figure 2

shown below describes how the amplitude cancellation system works.

Figure 2: This shows the one source, two detector setup for
Amplitude Cancellation or two sources one detector setup
for Phase Cancellation (Chance et al., Feb 1995).

Photon Migration Amplitude Cancellation Breast Tumor Imaging System
The breast imaging system uses an amplitude cancellation system to determine different

tissue properties.  The tissue properties that are investigated with the breast imaging system are

blood flow, and oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin levels (measures oxygen content).  A photograph of

the system is shown in Figure 3 below:

                                               
9 Chance, B.; Endla, A.; Conant, E.; Nioka, S.; Zhou, S.; & Long, H.  "Rapid and Sensitive Optical Imaging of

Tissue Functional Activity, and Breast." Optics Society of America, Vol 21:218-225.  1995.
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Figure 3: A black and white picture of the Photon Migration
Amplitude Cancellation Portable Breast Tumor Imaging
System.  Shown are the imaging pad (on the left), the model
breast (below the pad), the light source, and the computer
used to run the Matlab GUI.

The breast tumor imaging system works on the principal that cancerous cells experience a

much higher rate of growth and thus metabolism than normal cells.  Higher levels of metabolism

will arise as a result of higher blood flow and volume in a growth of cancerous cells as well as

significantly lower oxygen levels in the same region.  This phenomenon is known as

angiogenisis and can be used to diagnose breast for cancerous growths.10  Angiogenisis is

                                               
10 Chance, et al., 1995.
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technically described as the increase in vascularization of the region around the growing tumor.

Increased vascularization includes the building of more blood vessels in and around the cancer,

as well as higher blood flow to the cancerous site as well.  Angiogenisis starts when the tumor is

no larger than 1mg in mass.  Figure 4 shown below illustrates the acquisition of new blood

vessels as a function of the mass of the tumor.

Figure 4: An Illustration of a tumor’s acquisition of new blood
vessels as a function of its size as a result of angiogenisis.
Angiogenisis is the increase in vascularization of the region
around a tumor (Chance, 1998).

Photon migration imaging for breast cancer uses the NIR region of light.  Researchers

have determined that light at 750 nm is the absorption range of oxy-hemoglobin and 830 nm are

the absorption range of deoxy-hemoglobin.  Because the breast tumor imaging system seeks to

find the properties of both the oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin levels in the breast, it must use a dual

wavelength system (750 nm and 830 nm).  Figure 5 shown below is a chart of the relative

absorbance wavelengths for oxy-hemoglobin, deoxy-hemoglobin, and water.
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Figure 5: Near Infrared absorbtion spectrum for oxy- and deoxy-
hemoglobin.  These determine what wavelengths the breast
tumor imaging system’s detectors should be set to (Chance
et al., Feb. 1995).

The dual wavelength system was designed to work on the principal of amplitude

cancellation only, operating at zero frequency.  The dual wavelength system used 760nm and

830nm laser diodes, which were time sequenced at 50µsec with respect to the 21 source

detectors.11  The 50µsec pulse was sequenced through the various source/detectors in

approximately 1msec.  To increase the signal to noise ratio of the data set, data is collected and

averaged over eight seconds.  By averaging the data over eight seconds, the high signal to noise

ratio allows the detection of heterogeneous areas of the breast with the surrounding tissue or the

contralateral breast.  The irregularities that are looked for are in the relative blood concentrations

oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin levels.  If these irregularities all occur over the same geometric

space in the breast, that area is most likely a cancerous tumor.12  These areas of deoxygenation

and blood volume are viewed as images, and their congruence determines the diagnosis.  This is

further explained in the section “Determining and Displaying Congruence.”

                                               
11 Chance, B.  “Determination of Breast Tumor Characteristics by Amplitude Cancellation: NIR Imaging.”

Optical Society of America (OSA), Vol21: 130-45.  1998.
12 Chance et al., Feb. 1995.
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System Design
The sources and detectors for the breast tumor imaging system are mounted on a 10 x 10

cm2 sponge rubber pad.  This pad is both relatively comfortable and allows close positioning of

the numerous laser diode sources and detectors to the breast tissue.  The outputs of the detectors

are the inputs to the image analysis system that was developed in this research project.  Figure 6

shown below shows the layout of the pad as well as the design of the amplification system for

the detectors.

Figure 6: Illustration of a dual wavelength Amplitude Cancellation
Imaging System.  Included are also the layouts of the laser
diodes as well as the schematics for the source detectors
(Chance et al., Feb. 1995).

The system shown above employs four sources and 21 detectors.  Figure 5 also shows the setup

of the laser diodes and the setup of the detectors.

Procedure
The breast imaging system must first be calibrated on a breast model by adjusting all the

outputs (detectors) to a reference voltage so that difference between the detectors at calibration is

zero.  The pad is then placed one at a time on each breast, with one breast serving as the

contralateral or reference breast.  The breast tumor imaging system then collects data for eight

seconds on each breast, the output of the breast tumor imaging system is then inputted into the
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image analysis program.  Currently, the breast imaging system works on a priori knowledge

about which breast has a suspicious growth.13  This is determined through a physical breast

examination or through x-ray mammography.  The contralateral breast provides a mirror image

of what the normal breast should look like and provides a reference point for determination of

cancerous growths.  Further development is being done to make the photon migration breast

imaging system independent of external a priori knowledge of a suspicious growth.

Patient Position
The patient position is almost as important as the design of the pad and machine itself.

There are three positions that were researched:

1. The patient sits upright and supports the breast with the imaging pad.

2. The patient may lie face down with the breast on the imaging system pad.

3. The patient lies supine (face up) with the imaging pad lying on the breast.

The position that was found to be the best was the position with the patient lying supine

and had the imaging pad on her breast.  The reason for this was because in this position, the

patient’s breast was spread over the chest in an even natural fashion.14

Advantages and Disadvantages of Dual wavelength systems
There are numerous benefits and problems with using a dual wavelength system.  The

benefits of the system are that two properties can be measured simultaneously instead of only

one with a single wavelength system.  Unfortunately because there are two wavelengths, the

source detectors must be set to receive both wavelengths.  This compromises the sensitivity of

the detectors to the individual wavelengths and increases the noise in the combined signals.

So with a dual wavelength system, more blood properties can be measured

simultaneously, unfortunately this is done at the cost of decreased sensitivity of the detectors to

the individual wavelengths.

                                               
13 Chance et al., Feb 1995.

14 Chance et al., Feb 1995.
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

Software and Applications

Matlab Toolbox version 5.2, Image Processing Toolbox version 2.1, and the Signal

Processing Toolbox version 4.2 distributed by The MathWorks, Inc. were used for the analysis

of previously acquired data.  Previous analysis done in Dr. Chance’s lab involved a combination

of Matlab and the public domain image analysis program NIH Image developed at the National

Institutes of Health (NIH).  The Macintosh version 1.61 is available for download from the NIH

website at the http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih-image/, and the PC beta version 3b is available from the

Scion Corporation website http://www.scioncorp.com/.

Sample Data Files

Previously acquired data taken by Shoumin Zhou and Yu Chen was obtained from the lab

of Dr. Britton Chance.  The data files were plain text 6 x 6 (or in some cases 12 x 6, with a

redundant 6 x 6 matrix concatenated to the first, where the system ran two passes) matrices of

voltage values derived from the imaging system.  An example is shown below in Table 1.

0.20 0.32 0.40 -0.95 -1.52 0.56
0.20 0.91 -0.48 2.73 -0.01 0.43
0.53 0.13 -0.42 4.33 -0.10 1.79
0.66 1.83 2.08 3.67 -2.32 0.57

-0.35 0.42 0.16 -0.34 -0.01 0.48
-0.35 0.07 -0.79 -1.36 -0.47 -0.32

Table 1: Example of the original 6 x 6 data (Mod1121.750.txt).  Each
value represents a voltage.  This data will be interpolated to
become a 256 x 256 matrix in order to generate the
appropriate images.

Data was collected from photon scattering in two different wavelengths: the 830 nm trials

correspond to the absorption of light by oxygenated blood, and 750 nm corresponds to the

absorption of light by deoxygenated blood.

Filename Conventions: SbNNNNaR.WWW.txt and ModNNNN.WWW.txt

Subject trial filenames are presented in the form SbNNNNaR.WWW.txt, where NNNN is

a four-digit number unique to the subject, R indicates on which breast (right or left) the trial was

conducted, and WWW designates the wavelength of the trial (e.g. sb1121ar.750.txt).  Model data

trials were also conducted for each subject, and the data files are presented in the form
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ModNNNN.WWW.txt, with NNNN and WWW as previously defined (e.g. Mod1121.750.txt).

Therefore, each subject has six individual data files, as demonstrated by Table 2 below (for

subject number 1126).

750 nm (deoxy-Hb) 830 nm (oxy-Hb)
Right Breast Sb1126ar.750.txt Sb1126ar.830.txt
Left Breast Sb1126al.750.txt Sb1126al.830.txt
Model Mod1126.750.txt Mod1126.830.txt

Table 2: Example of the six individual data files per test subject.
For each breast, at least four data files are necessary to
generate an image: both model data files as well as the two
data files corresponding to both wavelengths.  The model
data files for a particular frequency are used to generate all
of the images.

A program is still in development to change and accommodate filenames that do not fit

this naming convention.  The goal of this program is to incorporate greater flexibility and ease of

use for the Matlab GUI.  This is further detailed in the “Future Work” section of this report.

Loading Image Data into the Matlab GUI

The Matlab GUI is constructed in way that allows the user to select a text data file

(data.txt) in the traditional Windows Open File dialogue.  The selected data files must follow the

SbNNNNaR.WWW.txt naming convention, so that information can be parsed from the filename

(to be discussed in the subsections “Parsing Information from Filenames.”  This dialog is

displayed as Figure 7.
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Figure 7: “Load Test Data File” screen capture.  This interface
allows the user to select a filename that follows the
SbNNNNaR.WWW.txt convention and parses information
(subject number, wavelength, and side tested) from the
chosen file.

The selected file must be a subject trial data file of the form SbNNNNaR.WWW.txt, as defined

in the previous section.  Filenames of this form are required, so that the data can be extracted

from the name.

The filename is parsed to determine the subject number, side tested (right or left), and the

wavelength.  This is achieved using the FILE.NAME structure that will be discussed in the next

subsection “Parsing Information from Filenames: The FILE.NAME Structure.”  This information

parsed from the filename is used to determine:

1. Which image was chosen (subject number, side, and wavelength).
2. The name of the file with the opposite wavelength (i.e. 750 nm for a chosen 830 nm

data file and vice versa).
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3. The names of both model data files (750 nm and 830 nm) of the same subject and
side.

All of this information is necessary to process and display the images.  Further information can

be found in the “Image Construction” section of this report.

Parsing Information from Filenames: Creating the FILE.NAME Structure

After the desired data file is selected, the command [TEST_TRIAL, DATA_PATH] =

UIGETFILE(‘*.TXT’,’LOAD TEST DATA FILE’) loads the filename into the variable TEST_TRIAL, and

the path in which the file resides is loaded into the variable DATA_PATH.  Once the data_path

variable has been defined, INPUT_FILES = DIR(DATA_PATH) creates INPUT_FILES as a structure

with the fields:

1. NAME (filename),
2. DATE (modification date),
3. BYTES (number of bytes allocated to the file), and
4. ISDIR (1 if name is a directory and 0 if not).

Therefore, if INPUT_FILES(4) exists in the DATA_PATH directory, then INPUT_FILES(4).NAME

accesses the filename of fourth the element of the INPUT_FILES structure.

Parsing Information from Filenames: Searching the FILE.NAME Structure

Once the filename can be accessed, it can be searched as a string.  In order for this

process to be efficient, a unique character located at the same locust in each filename must be

identified.  For the purposes of this application, the character ‘x’ was chosen from the text (.txt)

extension.  In other applications, the character ‘.’ is often chosen, because it designates the

extension of the file.  However, with the naming convention described in the “Sample Data Files

and Filenames” section, ‘.’ is not unique since it identifies both the wavelength and the text

extension.

The location of the ‘x’ is identified in each file using the command X =

FINDSTR(INPUT_FILES(I,:).NAME,’X’), which returns an integer corresponding to the location of

the ‘x’ in the string.  Counting begins at the first element of the string.  For example, if

INPUT_FILES(2) is the file Sb1126ar.830.txt, and a search is conducted for ‘x’ using the Matlab

call to the FINDSTR function.  In Matlab, this sequence would look like:
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» LOCATION = FINDSTR(‘SB1126AR.830.TXT’, ‘X’);

» LOCATION

LOCATION =

15

The location is specified as the integer 7, since ‘x’ is the seventh character in the string.  In a

similar manner, FINDSTR(‘SB1126AR.830.TXT’, ‘T’) returns the two element array [14, 16]

corresponding to the locations of the two characters ‘t’.

After the location of ‘x’ has been identified, other characters or regions can be located by

adding to or subtracting from the location of ‘x’.  For example, the wavelength of the above

example, data file Sb1126ar.830.txt, can be located as the range of characters in the range of

locations from (x-5:x-3).  These locations are stored in the FILE.NAME structure as

INPUT_FILES(2).NAME((X-5):(X-3)).  Similarly, the subject number is determined from the range

of characters (x-12:x-7).  Thus, the definitions in Table NNN determine and define the desired

information from any filename given in the SbNNNNaR.WWW.txt convention.

Information Variable Call Function
Location of ‘x’ x FINDSTR(INPUT_FILES(I,:).NAME,’X’);
Filename fname INPUT_FILES(I).NAME(1:(X-7));
Subject number number INPUT_FILES(I).NAME((X-12):(X-9));
Wavelength wl INPUT_FILES(I).NAME((X-5):(X-3));
Side tested side INPUT_FILES(I).NAME(X-7);

Table 3: Parsing information from the datafile.name structure.
Each piece of information is saved as a separate variable,
and this information is passed on as output of the PARSE.M
function.

Currently, the variables NUMBER, WL, and SIDE are the only variables passed from the PARSE.M

function as outputs.  The filename and location of the ‘x’ are not of any further use in the

subsequent functions.

Image Construction

All of the images used in this analysis are a mathematical combination of two or more

individual data files.  Each individualized data set (subject and side) has data files for the both

the 750 and 830 nm wavelengths, as well as trial data and model data.  These relationships are

described in the section “Sample Data Files and Filenames.”
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All six data files are required to generate the images.  Any image is constructed by the

linear combination:

ImageMatrix = TestData – ModelData. Equation 1. 

To illustrate, generating the image for the 750 nm wavelength data for left breast of patient 1124

requires the calculation:

Image750 = Sb1121al.750.txt – Mod1121.750.txt. Equation 2. 

Further explanation of this method for image construction can be found in the “Interpolation and

Image Mapping” section of this report.

Image Display in the Matlab GUI

The Matlab GUI contains a workspace in which the images are displayed.  This

workspace is divided into six sections (a 3 x 2 matrix) by the function SUBPLOT(32L), where L

indicates the index number.  The index numbers start counting from the top left cell, in such a

way that all of the even numbered indices are on the right side, and the odd numbered indices are

on the left.  A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 8 below:
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Figure 8: Schematic of the SUBPLOT(32L) indexing scheme, where L is
the index. Matlab’s SUBPLOT(MNL) function separates the
current figure into an m x n matrix and numbers each
element sequentially in a manner similar to the one shown.

Each image is displayed as an element of the m x n two-dimensional matrix using the command

SUBPLOT (MNL).  For example, the command SUBPLOT(326) indicates that the image will be

plotted in the bottom right-hand corner of the GUI.  Similarly, the command SUBPLOT(321) will

place the image in the top left-hand corner.  The GUI could be configured to accommodate a

greater number of images as well by increasing one or both of the dimensions of the SUBPLOT

matrix.

It is important to note, however, that the SUBPLOT(MNL) command merely indicates where

the next plot or image will be placed.  It works in conjunction with functions such as IMAGE,

IMAGESC, PLOT, etc.  As a standalone function, SUBPLOT(MNL) has no visible effects.
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Interpolation and Image Mapping

The data was interpolated using a modified version a script provided by Yu Chen.  The

script employed the INTERP2 function of Matlab, a two-dimensional interpolation.  The data was

interpolated to 256 x 256 matrices.  This interpolation was necessary to provide greater

differentiation between pixel values.

The interpolated data was presented as intensity value images.  Intensity images are

displayed using pixel values that correspond to a color map.  The default Matlab colormap used

in this analysis is the jet(256).  This colormap indicates jet (traditional RGB values) as the color

palette, and 256 as the number of colors in the colormap.  The Matlab function IMAGESC scales

the data in such a way that the maximum value of the intensity image corresponds to the

maximum pixel intensity.  In this manner, the image uses the entire colormap.  IMAGESC is

identical in function to IMAGE, except that the full colormap is used.  IMAGESC was chosen in

order to display greater differentiation with regard to pixel values.

The COLORBAR function was used to display a vertical colorbar scaled to the scale of the

colormap.  It is important to note that COLORBAR used with the IMAGESC function does not

display identical color ranges for two different images, unless their pixel values have the same

range.  Thus, sections of two images with identical colors do not necessarily have the same pixel

values.

Final image construction involved arithmetic matrix manipulation between the trial and

model matrices.  Total blood volume (BV) is given by the relationship given in Equation 3

below:

( ) nmnmBV 7503.0830 ⋅+= . Equation 3. 

The deoxygenation level of blood (deoxy) is calculated as the difference between the 750nm

absorption and the 830nm absorption, as shown in Equation 4:

deoxy = 750nm-830nm. Equation 4. 

Thresholding the Images

In order to eliminate noise from the images and intensify the contrast of high-activity

regions within the image, a threshold function was developed.  This function, THRESHOLD.M,
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calculates the threshold as 60% of the maximum value of the data.  60% was chosen as the

threshold by visual inspection; it appeared to achieve the goals of eliminating extraneous noise

and increasing contrast without over-processing the image and excluding useful data.  Mr. Chen

and Dr. Emresoy verified the rationale for this threshold calculation.  While other more novel

techniques for image thresholding exist, the simple calculation presented was sufficient for the

needs of this project.

For both images, each pixel (i,j) was sequentially compared to the threshold.  If the

intensity of the pixel was above the threshold value, it was written to the new matrix,

matrix_thresh (i.e. DEOXY_THRESH or BV_THRESH), at the same (i,j) location.  Otherwise, the

pixel intensity was below the threshold, and 0 was written into the (i,j) of the new matrix.  The

resultant matrices, DEOXY_THRESH and BV_THRESH, are saved and displayed in SUBPLOT(323)

and SUBPLOT(324), respectively.  The two resultant matrices are used to determine the

congruence, as described in the following section “Determining Congruence.”

Determining and Displaying Congruence

Congruence was defined for this project as the overlap of the two images: blood volume

and deoxygenation.  The two images must have some overlap in order to determine the nature of

the anomaly within the breast, as described previously in the section “Photon Migration

(Amplitude Cancellation) Breast Imaging System.”  The two images do not necessarily have the

same geometry.

Matrix Inputs

Congruence was determined from the resultant thresholded blood volume and

deoxygenation images, BV_THRESH, and DEOXY_THRESH.  The BV_THRESH matrix was chosen

as the standard for comparison since its values were of greater intensity.  Subsequently, the

DEOXY_THRESH matrix was compared to BV_THRESH.

The Congruence Value

In order to determine whether or not the two images were congruent, a ± voltage value

was used.  Dr. Chance provided the direction and rationale for this method of analysis.  This

congruence value determined the specificity of the algorithm by setting mathematical limits. For

all of the images presented in this paper, the congruence value was set to ±2V. Each pixel
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DEOXY_THRESH(i,j) was compared to the corresponding BV_THRESH(i,j).  If the intensity of the

pixel DEOXY_THRESH(i,j) was less than CONGRUENCE_VALUE+BV_THRESH(i,j) and greater than

BV_THRESH(i,j)-CONGRUENCE_VALUE (and neither pixel intensity equal to zero), then the pixels

were congruent.  Higher congruence values lead to higher congruence percentages, because the

limits become more relaxed.

Generating the Congruence Plot

The (i,j) index of each congruent pixel was used to generate the congruence matrix,

CONG.  If the two pixels were congruent, then CONG(I,J) was set to the mean of the two pixel

values.  This calculation is shown by Equation 5 below:

( ) ( ) ( )
2

,_,_
,

jithreshBVjithreshdeoxy
jicong

+
= . Equation 5. 

After the congruence matrix is constructed, it is imaged using the same Matlab functions

previously described in the previous section “Interpolation and Image Mapping.”

Calculating the Congruence Statistics

There are four congruence statistics displayed after pressing the “Congruence Stats”

button.  They are:

1. The number of congruent pixels between the two images,
2. The percentage of these pixels compared to the number of pixels above the threshold

of the deoxygenated image,
3. The subject number, and
4. The breast (right or left) from which the data was taken.

The number of congruent pixels is determined by comparing each (i,j) location for the two

thresholded images as described in the section “The Congruence Value.”  The percentage of

congruent pixels was calculated as the number of congruent pixels divided by the number of

pixels in above the threshold in the deoxygenation image.  Finally, the subject number and the

tested breast are displayed for the user’s convenience.

Testing the Breast Tumor Imaging System
This section will explain conceptually how to interpret the breast tumor imaging system’s

output.  Figure 9 shown below, shows a human subject with a suspicious growth in her right

breast.  The figure shows back projected image of the blood volume as well as the blood deoxy-

hemoglobin concentrations.
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Amplitude Cancellation System Human Breast Test
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Left Breast with Suspicious Mass

Figure 9: Amplitude Cancellation System with suspicious mass in the
left breast.  Deoxy-hemoglobin concentration, blood volume
concentration, and a schematic diagram depicting the
position of the breast tumor imaging system in relation to
the suspicious mass are shown.

Figure 9 shown above shows an example of a suspicious growth in the left breast.  As the

figure above shows, the blood deoxy-hemoglobin concentration and the blood volume

concentration match in the same geographic region on the breast where the growth is supposed to

be.  Because the deoxy-hemoglobin concentration and blood volume were congruent in the same

geographical spot on the breast, the mass is cancerous.
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The next case illustrates an example when the suspicious mass in the breast is not

cancerous.  Cancerous tumors all exhibit angiogenisis, or accelerated cell growth and metabolism

which is characterized by both high blood volume and low oxygen content in the same

geographical region.  Figure 10 shown below illustrates what was later diagnosed as a cyst,

which is a non-cancerous anomaly.

Amplitude Cancellation System Human Breast Test

Deoxy-hemoglobin Concentration Blood Volume Concentration

Suspicious Mass

Pad

Left Breast with suspicious mass

Figure 10: An example of a suspicious mass that turned out to be non-
cancerous.  Deoxy-hemoglobin concentration, blood volume
concentration, and a schematic diagram depicting the
position of the breast tumor imaging system in relation to
the suspicious mass are shown.
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In figure 10 the determination that the mass in the breast was non-cancerous was made

because there was no congruence between the blood volume and blood deoxy-hemoglobin

concentrations.  Since angiogenisis requires both high blood volume and high levels of deoxy-

hemoglobin, the growth was diagnosed as non-cancerous.

The last example of how the system works shows the nipple of the breast within the

scanning area of the pad.  Some researchers have thought that the nipple will cause problems

with the photon migration imaging system because of its different tissue composition compared

with the rest of the breast.  However, the nipple is easily identified within the back projected

image if the nipple is in the scanning area of the pad.

Once the nipple region is identified, it can be excluded from consideration as a cancerous

mass.  This poses the most serious problem to the automated image analysis software package.

The user must be informed beforehand that the nipple will appear in its data set before the

analysis begins.  The thresholded image will include the area around the nipple as if it were a

cancerous growth.

These three examples of the photon migration amplitude cancellation imaging system

illustrate how the system actually works.  However all the determination of whether the growth

in the breast were done through visual comparison only.  There was no mathematical or

quantitative measurement of congruence to determine if the growth was cancerous.  The image

analysis software package that was developed in this research project uses a quantitative method

to determine if the growth was cancerous.  The software analysis program will take the guess

work out of the analysis of the breast tumor imaging system’s output.  This will reduce the

chances of misdiagnosis through human error.
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RESULTS

The MATLAB_GUI Directory

The Amplitude Cancellation Portable Breast Tumor Imaging Matlab GUI is self-

contained in the directory \MATLAB_GUI\.  This directory can be moved to any machine or to any

other directory.  The directory can also be renamed with the stipulation that none of the

filenames within the directory are changed, nor any of the files removed.  The directory also

contains a CONTENTS.M file that displays information about each of the files in the directory

when the command HELP PATH\MATLAB_GUI is executed, where PATH is the path containing the

MATLAB_GUI directory (e.g. c:\sr-design\).

In order for the Matlab GUI to behave optimally, the \MATLAB_GUI\ directory must be

inserted into the path (i.e. the PATHDEF.M file).  The path can be added using the ADDPATH

command.  The syntax of this function is ADDPATH PATH\MATLAB_GUI.  The flag –BEGIN can be

appended to insert the MATLAB_GUI path in the beginning of the PATHDEF.M file (e.g. ADDPATH

C:\SR-DESIGN\MATLAB_GUI\ -BEGIN).

Contained within the \matlab_gui\ directory are nine individual Matlab scripts.  Each

script is described in detail “The Matlab GUI Buttons” section of this report.  Rationale for each

of the functions is described in the “Methods and Materials” section of this report.  Complete

text of these scripts can be found in the section “Appendix: The Matlab Scripts.”  A complete list

of the scripts included in the directory is provided below:

Matlab (.m) Scripts
automated.m
automated_p.m
congruence.m
congruence_stats.m
contents.m
generate.m
gui.m
interpolate.m
parse.m
threshold.m
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The Matlab GUI

The Matlab GUI is launched from the Matlab Command Window using the command

PATH\MATLAB_GUI\GUI.M, where path is the path containing the \MATLAB_GUI\ directory.  If this

path has already been placed in the PATHDEF.M file, then the GUI can be launched solely using

the command GUI.  Screen captures of the GUI are shown in Figures NNN to NNN after each

button has been pressed.

The Matlab GUI Buttons

The buttons and corresponding scripts are presented here in the order that would

normally be followed to perform the data analysis.  The steps are:

1. Launch the GUI,
2. Select and load the data,
3. Threshold the images,
4. Map the congruence, and
5. Display the congruence statistics.

This series is not rigid.  Steps may be omitted, followed out of order, or changed from a previous

trial.  For example, if the GUI is already loaded, selecting a different set will load different

images for analysis (i.e. eliminate step 1).  Similarly, a step can be changed (e.g. loading the data

set for the right breast instead of the left).

Each button calls a Matlab script or function.  Presented in the following pages are each

of the buttons of the Matlab GUI.  They are presented in the format:

Button Name

CALL FUNCTION: [OUTPUT VARIABLES] = FUNCTION(INPUT VARIABLES);

A description of the function with regard to the visual appearance of the GUI after the

function has been processed and any behavior (pauses, input requirements, etc.) of which the

user should be aware.  Call functions that do not contain the syntax ‘[OUTPUT VARIABLES] =’ do

not have any output variables.
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Load Image Set

[TEST_TRIAL, DATA_PATH, FNAME, WL, NUMBER, SIDE] = PARSE;

The “Load Image Set” button calls the Matlab script PARSE.M, which prompts the user for

a the selection of a data file, plots the data as an image, and parses out data from the chosen data

filename (subject number, tested side, and wavelength).  If a 750 nm wavelength data file was

chosen, it is loaded in SUBPLOT(321).  Conversely, if an 830 nm wavelength data file is chosen, it

is loaded in SUBPLOT(322).  Once the chosen data file is plotted, the GUI waits for the user to

press a key then loads the image of the opposite wavelength (750 nm for a chosen 830 nm data

file, and vice versa).

Figure 11: Screen capture of the Matlab GUI after pressing the “Load
Image Set” button.  After selecting a file (see Figure 7), the
data is displayed as an image.  The opposite frequency
image is displayed by pressing any key.
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Interpolate

[IMAGE750, IMAGE830, DEOXY, BV, RANGE] = INTERPOLATE(DATA_PATH,NUMBER,SIDE);

The “Interpolate” button calls the Matlab script INTERPOLATE.M, which interpolates both

the 750 nm and 830 nm data sets.  After the data has been interpolated, the images are displayed

in the same place as the original data: the interpolated 750 nm data set is displayed in

SUBPLOT(321), and the interpolated 830 nm data set is displayed in SUBPLOT(322).  The blood

volume and deoxygenation data matrices are also generated, but not displayed.

Figure 12: Screen capture of the Matlab GUI after pressing the
“Interpolate” button.  The data is interpolated and the
corresponding images are displayed in the locations that
had contained the original, uninterpolated data.
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Generate BV & deoxy

GENERATE(IMAGE750, IMAGE830, DEOXY, BV);

The “Generate BV & deoxy” button calls the Matlab script GENERATE.M, which displays

the deoxygenation (deoxy) and blood volume (BV) matrices in SUBPLOT(323) and SUBPLOT(324),

respectively.  These images are displayed immediately below the interpolated 750 nm and 830

nm images.

Figure 13: Screen capture of the Matlab GUI after pressing the
“Generate BV & deoxy” button.  The deoxy and BV images
are displayed immediately below the interpolated 750 nm
and 830 nm images, respectively.
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Threshold

[DEOXY_THRESH, DEOXY_COUNT, BV_THRESH, BV_COUNT]

= THRESHOLD(IMAGE750, IMAGE830, DEOXY, BV, RANGE);

The “Threshold” button calls the Matlab script THRESHOLD.M, which thresholds the

images as described in the “Thresholding the Images” section of this report.  The deoxy and BV

images are moved to SUBPLOT(321) and SUBPLOT(322), respectively, and the thresholded deoxy

and BV images are displayed immediately below them.  In this manner, the user can visually

inspect the behavior of the threshold function.

Figure 14: Screen capture of the Matlab GUI after pressing the
“Generate BV & deoxy” button.  The original deoxy and
BV images have been moved up one row, and the
thresholded deoxy and BV images are displayed beneath.
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Plot Congruence

[CONGRUENCE_COUNT]

= CONGRUENCE(DEOXY, BV, BV_THRESH, DEOXY_THRESH, RANGE);

The “Plot Congruence” button calls the Matlab script CONGRUENCE.M, which calculates

and plots the congruence as described in the “Determining and Displaying Congruence” section

of this report.  The thresholded deoxy & BV images are compared with one another, and the

congruence of the two is displayed as a separate image in SUBPLOT(325).  The title of the

congruence plot displays the ± voltage value used in the analysis.

Figure 15: Screen capture of the Matlab GUI after pressing the “Plot
Congruence” button.  The congruence plot is displayed in
SUBPLOT(325) with the title indicating the congruence
factor used in the analysis.
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Congruence Stats

CONG_STAT(CONGRUENCE_COUNT,DEOXY_COUNT,BV_COUNT,NUMBER,WL,SIDE);

The “Congruence Stats” button calls the Matlab script CONG_STAT.M, which displays the

congruence statistics.  The statistics calculated are the number of congruent pixels and the

percentage of congruent pixels.  Also displayed are the subject number and the breast from

which the data was taken.  The calculations of these statistics are described in greater detail in

the section “Calculating the Congruence Statistics” of this report.

Figure 16: Screen capture of the Matlab GUI after pressing the
“Congruence Stats” button.  The displayed statistics are the
number of congruent pixels, the percentage of congruent
pixels compared to the deoxygenation plot, the subject
number, and the side from which the data was taken.
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Automated (pause)

AUTOMATED_P;

The “Automated (pause)” button calls the Matlab script AUTOMATED_P.M, which

sequentially launches each individual analysis script, waiting for the user to press a key before

proceeding to the next script.  This accomplishes the analysis while allowing without requiring

the user to do any more than select the initial data file and press a key to advance to the next

analysis script.

Automated (no pause)

AUTOMATED;

The “Automated (no pause)” button calls the Matlab script AUTOMATED.M, which is

similar to the AUTOMATED_P.M script, except no user input is required to advance from one

analysis script to the next.

Close

CLEAR ALL; CLOSE ALL;

The “Close” button calls the Matlab functions CLEAR ALL and CLOSE ALL, which clears all

of the variables from memory, and closes all of the figures, respectively.  This has the effect of

restoring all of the Matlab settings to their state before the Matlab GUI had been launched.
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Help

HELPWIN GUI;

The Help button calls the Matlab function HELPWIN GUI, which launches a separate help

window that allows the user to access the help for the GUI.M file.  This help is contained within

the comment lines at the top of the GUI.M file.  It is important to note that this help file is not the

same as the help provided in the contents.m file described “The \MATLAB_GUI\ Directory”

section of this report.

Figure 17: Screen capture of the Matlab GUI help window.  This help
window displays all of the information designated by the
comment lines at the top of the GUI.M file.  This is not the
same help provided in the CONTENTS.M file.
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DISCUSSION

Photon Migration Imaging (PMI)

Advantages of the Breast Tumor Imaging system

With the advent of increasingly complex and accurate algorithms to describe photon

motion through tissue medium, photon migration imaging is proving to be as good if not better in

performance to x-ray mammography.  As introduced in the background section about photon

migration, photon migration imaging has many advantages over x-ray mammography.

One of the most important developments with the photon migration breast tumor imaging

system was the ability to tell if a mass was cancerous or whether it was malignant or benign.  A

malignant tumor undergoes a process of rapid cellular proliferation, which is matched by an

increase in blood volume and oxygen consumption within the tumor itself.  These changes

associated with angiogenisis are the abnormalities for which the breast tumor imaging system

scans when examining the breast tissue.  Because it has the ability to detect angiogenisis, some

researchers have claimed that once perfected, diagnosis with a photon migration breast tumor

imaging system will not have to be backed up with a biopsy.  This type of analysis is not possible

with x-ray mammography.

Another important diagnostic capability photon migration imaging has over x-ray

mammography is the ability to scan the breast of younger athletic women and women with

silicone implants.  X-ray mammography has problems with younger women because their

breasts are generally denser than older women’s breast.  This increase in tissue density returns a

high number of false positives.  Because photon migration measures the properties of the oxy-

and deoxy-hemoglobin concentration in the breast tissue, the relative tissue density does not have

any serious detrimental diagnostic consequences of the breast imaging system.

Another advantage of the photon migration imaging system over x-ray mammography is

the elimination of the radiation problem that is associated with x-ray mammography.  Since the

photon migration imaging system uses laser diodes, there is no radiation problem.
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Disadvantages of Photon Migration Imaging

Clinical Considerations

The need for a priori knowledge of the location of the potential tumor is a serious

drawback of the current system.  This need for an external reference point for a potential tumor

degrades the ability of this breast tumor imaging system to screen women for undetected cancers.

A second problem with the current system is the poor signal to noise ratio with the

original raw data.  The low SNR is due to relative few data points that the system collects over

the eight-second trial.  Therefore, it is necessary to interpolate the data to improve the SNR and

create more data points.  This method of increasing the data points and decreasing SNR through

interpolation could lead to false negatives as some weak signals might not be propagated in the

interpolation program.  The fear with false negatives occurring in higher frequency because of

interpolation of the data has not been yet substantiated by any experimentation.  This problem

could be resolved by taking longer data trials.  However this practice would decrease the clinical

utility of the breast tumor imaging system.

Economic Considerations

One of the greatest problems in the US health care management system is the increasing

costs of medical services and devices.  All improvement to medical diagnostic tools and surgical

techniques have all come at a greater economic cost to society.  Examples of this can be seen in

the cost of diagnosing a potential breast tumor.  Today the cost to receive an x-ray mammogram

can cost around $200, while to get an MRI can cost as much as $1500.  The photon migration

breast tumor imaging system is a significantly more cost efficient means of detecting cancerous

tumors than either a x-ray mammogram or an MRI scan.  Even though the photon migration

breast tumor imaging system is still in development, it is believed that the cost of the technology

will be less than both x-ray mammography and MRI scanning.

Many of the ways the PMI breast tumor imaging will save costs is in the analysis

software package that will be packaged with the machine. This software analysis package will be

able to quickly diagnose whether the suspicious mass is cancerous or not.  This simplicity

decrease the need for radiology staff to read standard mammography film.  This increase in

diagnostic efficiency should eventually translate to lower health care cost in the area of breast

cancer detection.
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Cost-Benefit Analysis

A standard method to measure the true value of a product is to measure its total benefits

compared to its total costs.  In health care, the standard way to accomplish this comparison is to

measure the increase in positive health outcome (e.g. increase in life expectancy) per additional

dollar spent on a treatment.  This section will examine the cost-benefit analysis of x-ray

mammography and compare it to the photon migration amplitude cancellation breast tumor

imaging system.

Researchers at the national cancer institute have stated that early detection of cancerous

tumors will increase women’s chances of survival and treatment options.  To calculate the

benefits of a treatment, it is essential to see what would happen without the treatment.  The

national cancer institute recently published these statistics about breast cancer.  Figure 18 shown

below shows the average rate of development of breast cancer among women of different

minorities.  The data shown is from a research study from 1988 to 1992.

Figure 18: This chart illustrates the rate of development of breast
cancer in women. The rates shown are annual average
figures per 100,000 people (National Cancer Institute,
http://www.nci.nih.gov/).

Finally, the national cancer institute published a statistical probability of developing breast

cancer as a function of age.  This is shown as figure 19 below:
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Figure 19: National statistical probabilities of developing breast
cancer as a function of age (National Cancer Institute,
http://www.nci.nih.gov/).

Figure 20 illustrates the mortality rates of people with breast cancer.  The data is from a

research study conducted from 1988 to 1992.

Figure 20: This figure illustrates the average annual mortality rate of
women due to breast cancer.  The data is from a National
Cancer Institute study which was conducted from 1988 to
1992 (National Cancer Institute, http://www.nci.nih.gov/).

As the 1988 to 1992 research study by the National Cancer institute shows, the

probability of developing breast cancer increases with age.  Without any form of breast cancer

screening, it is most likely that the majority of women who develop breast cancer will die from

the disease.  This means that the potential benefits of increased use the x-ray mammography and

the photon migration breast tumor imaging system increase with age.
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Economic Benefits of Breast Cancer Screening
A national study conducted in Italy by Vanara et al. (1997) over 30 years tried to quantify

the benefit of x-ray mammography on the population.  Vanara estimated the outcomes for a

national program that used x-ray mammography to screen women aged 50-69 in two-year

intervals.  Over a 30 year period (1967-1997), he calculated that 1650 deaths were prevented per

year and a total of 14,500 life years were gained per year from this national screening program.15

However, in order to achieve this impressive statistic he found that almost 4 million women were

screened per year.16  He assessed that the cost of this type of national program cost between

2,893 thousand-million lire to 3,212 thousand-million lire.  This translated to a cost of between

$1,592,184,920 and $1,767,749,036 (US Dollars).17 With these figures, each prospective life

saved cost society between $964,960 and $1,071,363.

These cost figures are similar to cost estimates given by Johnston et al. (1998).  His

research project estimated that for one life to be saved using x-ray mammography, an average of

2500 patients must be screened.18   He also estimated that this screening costs society

approximately $1 million dollars to screen these 2500 for breast cancer.  This translates to $1

million per life saved from breast cancer due to x-ray mammography.

Further analysis by Elmore et al. (1998) shows that the high levels of false negatives and

false positives from x-ray mammography add additional costs to society.  He estimates that 631

false positive mammograms and 402 false positive clinical breast examinations produced

roughly $329,000 in costs for subsequent evaluations 19

Economic cost-benefit analysis of x-ray mammography has shown that it is not the most

economically efficient means to screen large sections of the population for breast tumors.

The cost-benefit analysis for the Photon migration breast tumor imaging system is not

possible because it has not finished clinical development yet.  However, it can be estimated that

                                               
15 Vanara, F.; Zappa, M.; Rosselli del Turco, M.; Segnan, N.; Paci, E.; & Ponti, A. "Cost-benefit analysis of a

mammography screening program extended to all the national territory.”  [translation]  Epidemiologia e
Prevenzione. 21(2):118-28, 1997 Apr-Jun.

16 Vanara et al, 1997.
17 Vanara et al, 1997.
18 Johnstone, T.  Mammography screening for women aged 40 through 49 [letter; comment].  American Journal of

Public Health.  88(5):841-2, 1998 May.
19 Elmore, JG; Barton, MB; Moceri, VM; Polk, S; Arena, PJ; & Fletcher, SW.  Ten-year risk of false positive

screening mammograms and clinical breast examinations.  N Engl J Med 1998;338:1089-96.
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the benefits of the photon migration will be at least equivalent if not more than current x-ray

mammography.

The Analysis Software Package

Advantages over Previous Analysis Methods

The software analysis package for the Portable Breast Tumor Imaging System is a

significant advance from previous endeavors to analyze the raw data derived from the imaging

system.  The newly developed Matlab GUI integrates all of the processes that had previously

been accomplished in a piecemeal fashion.

Data generated by the Portable Breast Tumor Imaging System is a simple 6 x 6 text

matrix of voltage measurements, as described in the upcoming section “Sample Data Files.”

After a series of processes, images for blood volume and deoxygenation are generated and

compared for congruence.

In order to generate images from this data, manual interpolations using Matlab were

required.  That is, each individual file was required to be interpolated separately.  The user was

forced to manually adjust variable names in the Matlab scripts for each file.  This was a

repetitive and cumbersome task.  The creation of the PARSE.M function of the Matlab GUI allows

the user to choose a file using a few mouse clicks.  This improvement greatly increases the utility

of the Amplitude Cancellation Portable Breast Tumor Imaging System by decreasing the manual

effort required by the user.  The same interpolation method is used, but now the user is no longer

required to configure any individual file, function, or script.

The advent of the THRESHOLD.M, CONGRUENCE.M, and CONG_STAT.M functions greatly

simplify the congruence determinations.  These three functions automate a process that had

required the user to visually scan images and determine points of interest.  NIH Image was

previously used to manually determine the congruence of two images by encircling the desired

analysis areas and comparing their areas (by pixel count) and locations.  Encircling the image is

now achieved using the THRESHOLD.M function.  In essence, both of these processes focus the

image by removing extraneous noise.  Similarly, the CONGRUENCE.M function automatically

compares the areas (again by pixel count) and locations of the regions of interest without

requiring any user input.  The Matlab GUI was designed to eliminate the manual, user-dependent

portion of the analysis.
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Benchmarking Tests

Using the automated Matlab GUI on a PC with a 333MHz Pentium II processor, results

were generated in approximately 30 seconds.  Testing on a PC with a 400MHz Pentium II

processor decreased the analysis time to approximately 26 seconds.  Finally, using a PC laptop

with a 200MHz Pentium processor, analysis time was increased to 45 seconds.  These results are

summarized in Table 4 below.

Processor Speed Analysis Time (seconds)
200MHz Pentium 45
333MHz Pentium II 30
450MHz Pentium II 26
Previous Manual Analysis Estimated 5 minutes.

Table 4: Performance benchmarking data.  Analysis times using
various processors and estimated manual analysis time is
shown.  Analysis time decreases with increasing processing
speed.  Automated analysis using the Matlab GUI is up to
11.5 times faster than the previous analysis time.

The estimated time for the previous manual analysis method was derived from the time

necessary to change the filenames in the INTERPOLATION.M function; saving the information as

image files; and using NIH image to encircle regions of interest and counting pixels to determine

congruence.

Known Flaws

With any automated processes there are inevitable flaws, largely because automated

processes will never achieve the level of complexity that is mundane to the human mind.  This is

particularly evident with the CONGRUENCE.M function when the thresholded images contain more

than one interesting region.  The congruence statistics displayed by the CONG_STAT.M function

are calculated by pixel counts.  The algorithm does not take into account the regions of the

pixels; it simply counts the number of pixels above the deoxy threshold and the number of pixels

that are congruent between the thresholded deoxy and BV images.

In a similar manner, the Matlab GUI has strict requirements with regard to the filenames,

sizes, and types that it will process.  These guidelines are outlined in the section “Filename

Conventions: SbNNNNaR.WWW.txt & ModNNNN.WWW.txt.”  If the user attempts to input

data files that do not follow these naming conventions, the analysis does not proceed, because it

expects filenames (based on data from the input filename) that do not exist.  Again, this is a flaw
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of the automation process.  A manual process allows the user to type the name of any data file

that exists.

Autmation of any kind comes at a cost.  Automating the congruence determination does

not allow for the complex visual processing of the human eye and brain.  Automating the process

of parsing filenames (described in the sections “Parsing Information from Filenames”) comes at

the cost of flexibility.  These flaws will be addressed in the section “Improvements to the

Software Design.”
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CONCLUSION

The Photon Migration Amplitude Cancellation Portable Breast Tumor Imaging System

has a high chance of being accepted as a standard means of detecting breast cancer in the near

future.  There are many qualities of Portable Breast Tumor Imaging System that make it superior

to the current standard for detecting breast tumors, x-ray mammography.  The PMI breast tumor

detector is not without problems, however the potential for this product far outweighs the

problems that currently plague it.

The development of the Matlab GUI is an integral step in the evolution of the Photon

Migration Amplitude Cancellation Portable Breast Tumor Imaging System.  It allows the user to

generate useful images and draw critical conclusions from the simple 6 x 6 matrix inputs that are

produced by the imaging system.  The GUI is constructed in such a way that all necessary

information can be parsed from a single filename (chosen by the user).  A sophisticated parsing

function (PARSE.M) retrieves data from the filename, and chooses the appropriate files to display

and analyze.  This significantly decreases the difficulty of use of the system and therefore

increases its utility.

In addition, the Matlab GUI automates the congruence calculations that had been

manually performed in the past using NIH image.  The GUI uses three novel functions to

determine the level of congruence between the deoxygenation and blood volume images.  First,

the images are processed by the THRESHOLD.M function and the regions of high activity are

isolated.  Second, the images produced as outputs of the THRESHOLD.M function are compared

against one another to determine the regions of overlap using the CONGRUENCE.M function.  One

pixel is compared to its corresponding pixel (with regard to the (i,j) location) in the other image

and their intensities are examined.  If the pixels are within a preset ± voltage value (currently set

to ±2V), then they are considered to be congruent.  This function does not examine any pixel

with an intensity value of 0V, as they have already been processed by the THRESHOLD.M

function.  Finally, the congruence statistics can be displayed with the CONG_STAT.M function.

This function displays the number of congruent pixels and the percentage of congruent pixels in

comparison to the thresholded deoxygenation image.
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While these features of the Matlab GUI greatly increase the utility of the Portable Breast

Tumor Imaging System, they come at the price of flexibility.  The GUI does not accept filenames

that do not follow the SbNNNNaR.WWW.txt and ModNNNN.WWW.txt naming conventions,

as described in the “Known Flaws” section of this report.  Previously, the user was required to

manually change the names of the input files by editing each script.  The automation feature of

the GUI is a powerful tool when accompanied by a uniform naming scheme.  Future endeavors

should include writing a script to standardize the filenames within a directory.  More detail

regarding this added function is discussed in the section “Future Work.”

Another situation in which the Matlab GUI does not behave optimally is the case where

the blood volume and deoxygenation images have multiple regions of interest (i.e. the image

shows more than one anomalous mass that are not interconnected).  In this situation, the GUI

computes congruence statistics as if all of the masses were a single region.  Currently, there is no

way for the GUI to separate each of the areas and analyze them as separate, localized parts.  This

may be possible in the future by converting the data to TIFF (filename.tif) and taking advantage

of the powerful Image Analysis toolbox of Matlab.

The Matlab GUI automates the data analysis process that had been performed on a

piecemeal basis in the past.  Functions have been included that intelligently determine the subject

number, testing frequency, and tested side from a single file.  Similarly, the GUI automatically

determines which files are necessary for image generation and processing.  Furthermore, it

decreases the analysis time by a factor of 11 and allows all processing to be conducted in a stand-

alone interface.
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FUTURE WORK

Improvements to the Breast Tumor Imaging System

Need for External References to Locate Potential Tumors

One of the biggest problems with the current breast tumor imaging system is the need for

external examinations to determine the rough location of the suspicious mass.  This external

examination can be in the form of a physical exam or a x-ray mammography.  The problem lies

in the fact that the pad is only 10cm x 10cm, so the pad cannot cover the entire breast in one

exam.  This need for a priori, knowledge limits the clinical usefulness of the current breast tumor

imaging system, because it can only be used to confirm a diagnosis from a previous exam.

There are a few potential solutions to this problem.  One solution is to have a larger pad,

and to scale the number of sources and detectors up with the increase in pad size.  So if the pad

doubled in surface area, the number of sources and detectors would also double.

Improving the Signal to Noise Ratio

An idea that was discussed in a number of papers was the use of an injectable contrast

agent (ICA) to increase the resolutions of the images from the breast tumor imaging system.  The

current breast tumor imaging system measures the relative concentration of oxy and deoxy-

hemoglobin concentrations.  From these two measurements it is possible to derive total blood

volume and hence look for signs of angiogenisis.

Researchers have shown that cancerous cells will absorb a significantly larger amount of

ICA than normal cells surrounding the tumor.  The reason for this is again due to angiogenisis,

the higher blood flow through the tumor will result in the higher absorption of ICA.  Measuring

ICA is very easy with a photon migration imaging system, yielding higher signal to noise ratios

than the oxy and deoxy-hemoglobin signals.

Further research should be done to confirm which of these two methods yields a better

result in diagnosing cancerous tumors.

Improvements to the Software Design

The software developed for this project is a tremendous step forward with regard to

analysis of data from the Portable Breast Tumor Imaging System.  The Matlab GUI integrates all

of the functions that had been previously performed on a piecemeal basis, however it still lacks
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significant functionality.  Addressed here are a few of the areas in which immediate advances

can be made.

Non-uniform Filenames

As described in the “Known Flaws” and “Filename Conventions: SbNNNNaR.WWW.txt

& ModNNNN.WWW.txt.” sections of this report, the Matlab GUI requires filenames of a very

specific format.  Filenames that do not meet these criteria are unable to be processed using the

powerful automation of the GUI.

A script could be written similar to the parse.m function to read all of the filenames in a

specified directory and create a structure containing filenames using the DIR function.  From the

.NAME structure, it would be possible to determine the number of characters between any two

points.  If characters are missing (e.g. subject number 908 instead of 0908) or are extraneous

(e.g. subject number 09082), they could be added or removed as necessary.  Similarly, the

function could scan each of these regions to make sure that the characters are the propper type

(i.e. characters for the variable side, and numbers for the variables subject and wl, as defined in

the section “Parsing Information from Filenames: Searching the FILE.NAME Structure.”  The

addition of this script would greatly increase the flexibility of the GUI.

Non-uniform File Types

The Matlab GUI is not as sensitive to the types of files as it is to the names of the input

files.  However, the GUI expects files that are 6 x 6 or 12 x 6 matrices.  Files that contain larger

matrices may not behave in the same manner as the standard 6 x 6 matrix.

Similarly, another way to increase the functionality of the Matlab GUI is to prepare a

function similar to PARSE.M that will accept already interpolated data.  Currently, interpolated

data is not saved by the GUI, but it may be useful in future applications of this software.

Multiple Regions of Interest

Images that contain multiple regions of interest or multiple regions of overlap are still a

problem with the Matlab GUI as described previously in the “Known Flaws” section of this

report.  Visual inspection of the BV and deoxy images will yield areas of high activity.  When

there are multiple areas of activity, the user can see them, but the analysis algorithms do not

separate them.  The algorithm simply counts pixels.  Unfortunately, using the simple method of
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pixel counting and comparison, analysis of complex images is beyond the capability of the

Matlab GUI.

This fault may be rectified using some of Matlab’s higher level image processing tools.

For example, there are multiple methods of edge detection using in Matlab:

1. The Sobel method finds edges using the Sobel approximation to thederivative.  It
returns edges at those points where the gradient of I is maximum.

2. The Prewitt method finds edges using the Prewitt approximation to the derivative.  It
returns edges at those points where the gradient of I is maximum.

3. The Roberts method finds edges using the Roberts approximation to the derivative.  It
returns edges at those points where the gradient of I is maximum.

4. The Laplacian of Gaussian method finds edges by looking for zero crossings after
filtering I with a Laplacian of Gaussian filter.

5. The zero-cross method finds edges by looking for zero crossings after filtering I with
a filter you specify.

6. The Canny method finds edges by looking for local maxima of the gradient of I. The
gradient is calculated using the derivative of a Gaussian filter. The method uses two
thresholds, to detect strong and weak edges, and includes the weak edges in the
output only if they are connected to strong edges.  This method is therefore less likely
than the others to be “fooled” by noise, and more likely to detect true weak edges.20

Unfortunately, this project was unable to take advantage of these edge detection methods.  All of

these methods require intensity value images.  The Matlab GUI accepts text data files that are not

in image format.

Some rudimentary trials were conducted (data not shown) to preliminarily judge the

possibility of generating intensity value images from the matrix data.  The TIF images generated

(image.tif) showed minimal contrast and were of little use for analysis.  This method may be

examined again in the future if the Breast Tumor Imaging System is able to provide greater

voltage differences.

Saving Analysis Output

Another useful function to be added to the Matlab GUI in the future is the option to save

analysis matrices and data to a specified directory.  This would assist the archiving process and

reduce the time necessary to retrieve previously analyzed information.  Normalizing filenames

would be a simple matter, as a script could be written to print out sequential filenames and/or

numbers.

                                               
20 The MathWorks, Inc.  Matlab, The Language of Technical Computing - Image Processing Toolbox User’s

Guide, Version 2.  Natick, MA: The MathWorks, Inc.  May 1997.
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Batch Automation

A corollary to saving the analysis output is batch processing.  It would be convenient to

write a script to analyze all of the data in a particular directory.  This directory could be read, the

data processed, and the results saved as a single file or multiple files in a single batch process.  If

the Portable Breast Tumor Imaging System is ever marketed as a commercial product, this

function will be of the utmost necessity, as it significantly decreases the amount of time

necessary to analyze large numbers of data sets.
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APPENDIX: THE MATLAB SCRIPTS

automated.m
function automated(path,number,letter);
% AUTOMATED.m Loads each of the analysis scripts sequentially.
% Created by: Mark Phong.
% Revised: April 20, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum

[test_trial, data_path, fname, wl, number, side] = parse;
[image750, image830, deoxy, BV, range] = interpolate(data_path,number,side);
generate(image750, image830, deoxy, BV);
[deoxy_thresh, deoxy_count, BV_thresh, BV_count] = threshold(image750, image830, deoxy, BV, range);
[congruence_count] = congruence(deoxy, BV, BV_thresh, deoxy_thresh, range);
cong_stat(congruence_count,deoxy_count,BV_count,number,wl,side);
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automated_p.m
function automated_p(path,number,letter);
% AUTOMATED_P.m Loads each of the analysis scripts sequentially.
% Created by: Mark Phong
% Revised: April 20, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum

[test_trial, data_path, fname, wl, number, side] = parse;
pause;

[image750, image830, deoxy, BV, range] = interpolate(data_path,number,side);
pause;
generate(image750, image830, deoxy, BV);
pause;

[deoxy_thresh, deoxy_count, BV_thresh, BV_count] = threshold(image750, image830, deoxy, BV, range);
pause;
[congruence_count] = congruence(deoxy, BV, BV_thresh, deoxy_thresh, range);
pause;
cong_stat(congruence_count,deoxy_count,BV_count,number,wl,side);
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congruence.m
function [congruence_count] = congruence(deoxy, BV, BV_thresh, deoxy_thresh, range);
% CONGRUENCE.m Determine the congruence of two images.
% Created by: Richard T. Kiok
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum

%******************************************************************************
% Calculate the congruence factor
%******************************************************************************
deoxy_max_vector = max(deoxy);
deoxy_thresh_max = max(deoxy_max_vector);

BV_max_vector = max(BV);
BV_thresh_max = max(BV_max_vector);

% congruence_factor = BV_thresh_max./deoxy_thresh_max;
congruence_value = 2;

%******************************************************************************
% Generate Congruence Plot
%******************************************************************************
cong = zeros(range);
congruence_count = 0;

for i = 1:range
   for j = 1:range
      if ((deoxy_thresh(i,j) < (congruence_value+BV_thresh(i,j))) & (deoxy_thresh(i,j) > (BV_thresh(i,j)-
congruence_value)) & (BV_thresh(i,j) ~= 0) & (deoxy_thresh(i,j) ~= 0))
         cong(i,j) = (BV_thresh(i,j) + deoxy_thresh(i,j))./2;
      congruence_count = congruence_count + 1;
      end
   end
end
subplot(3,2,5);
imagesc(cong);
congruence_title = [’Congruence Factor = +/- ‘ num2str(congruence_value) ‘V’];
title(congruence_title);
axis ij;
axis tight;
axis off;
colorbar;
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cong_stat.m
function cong_stat(congruence_count,deoxy_count,BV_count,number,wl,side);
% CONG_STAT.m Calculates and displays the congruence statistics.
% Created by: Richard T. Kiok
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum

%******************************************************************************
% Determine and Display Congruence Identity
%******************************************************************************
cong_count = [’Congruent Pixel Count = ‘ int2str(congruence_count)];
text(370,10,cong_count);
X = [BV_count, deoxy_count];
x = min(X);
congruence_percent = 100*congruence_count./x;
cong_percent = [’Congruent Pixel Percentage = ‘ int2str(congruence_percent)];
text(370,35,cong_percent);
subj_number = [’Subject number = ‘ char(number)];
text(370,60,subj_number);

temp = char(side);
if strcmp(temp,’r’)
   temp2 = ‘right’;
elseif strcmp(temp,’l’)
   temp2 = ‘left’;
else
   temp2 = ‘unknown’;
end
subj_side = [’Subject side = ‘ temp2];
text(370,85,subj_side);
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contents.m
% CONTENTS.m Displays help  for the \matlab_gui\ directory.
% Created by: Richard T. Kiok
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum
%
%************************************
% AUTOMATED.m Loads each of the analysis scripts sequentially without pauses.
% Created by: Mark Phong
% Revised: April 20, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum
%
%************************************
% AUTOMATED_P.m Loads each of the analysis scripts sequentially with pauses.
% Created by: Mark Phong
% Revised: April 20, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum
%
%************************************
% CONGRUENCE.m Determine the congruence of two images.
% Created by: Richard T. Kiok
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum
%
%************************************
% CONG_STAT.m Calculates and displays the congruence statistics.
% Created by: Richard T. Kiok
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum
%
%************************************
% GENERATE.m Generate the Deoxygenation and Blood Volume Images.
% Created by: Richard T. Kiok
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum
%
%************************************
% GUI.m Graphical User Interface.
% Created by: Richard T. Kiok
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum
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%
% FUNCTIONS OF THE Matlab GUI BUTTONS
% -----------------------------------
% Load Image Set:       Button to load images.  Pressing this button opens
% (parse.m)             up a browser for you to select the data file you
%                       want to load.  Browse through the directories and
%                       find the data file you want to load. Double click
%                       on the data file or highlight the data file and
%                       press okay to load the data.  The path, subject
%                       number, wavelength, and side (r or l) are parsed
%                       from this selection.
%
% Interpolate:          Interpolates the data sets.  Pressing this button
% (interpolate.m)       interpolates the selected data set, the data set of
%                       the opposite wavelength (750 or 830 nm), and the
%                       corresponding model data sets.  This function also
%                       generates and displays the interpolated data in the
%                       top two sections of the subplot(32x) arrangement based
%                       on Image = TestData - ModelData.
%
% Generate BV & deoxy:  Displays the deoxygenation (deoxy) and blood volume
% (generate.m)          (BV) images.  BV is calculated by BV = 830nm+0.3*750nm,
%                       and deoxy is calculated by deoxy = 750nm - 830nm.
%                       These two images are displayed in subplot(323) and
%                       subplot(324), respectively.
%
% Threshold:            Thresholds the data.  This function sets all of the data
% (threshold.m)         below the threshold value to zero.  This minimizes the
%                       amount of “noise” in the image and accentuates levels of
%                       high activity.  The deoxy and BV plots are moved to
%                       subplot(321) and (322), respectively.  The thresholded
%                       deoxy plot is generated in subplot(323), and the thresholded
%                       BV plot is generated in subplot(324).
%
% Plot Congruence:      Generates the congruence plot.  This function compares the
% (congruence.m)        thresholded deoxy and BV plots and generates an image that
%                      indicating where the two overlap within a multiple of the
%                       congruence factor.  The congruence factor is the ratio of
%                       max(BV) to max(deoxy).
%
% Congruence Stats:     Calculates and displays the congruence statistics.  Two
% (cong_stat.m)         statistics are displayed: congruent pixel count (the number
%                       of pixels in common) and congruent pixel percentage (the
%                       congruent pixel count/min([BV_count, deoxy_count]), where
%                       BV_count is the number of pixels above the BV threshold, and
%                       deoxy_count is the numbe of pixels above the deoxy threshold.
%
% Automated (pause):    Automatically analyzes the data, waiting for the user to press
% (automated_p.m)       a button before proceeding to the next step.  Each of the
%                       functions is called sequentially until the congruence
%                       statistics are displayed.
%
% Automated (no pause): Automatically analyzes the data without waiting for user input.
% (automated.m)         The only required input is a result of the parse.m function
%                       that requires the user to choose a file for analysis.  All other
%                       analysis proceeds automatically.
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%
%************************************
% INTERPOLATE.m Interpolate the data sets and generate corresponding images.
% Created by: Yu Chen
% Revised: April 18, 1999 by Richard T. Kiok
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum
%
%************************************
% PARSE.m Determine the path, filename, subject number, wavelength, and side.
% Created by: Richard T. Kiok
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum
%
%************************************
% THRESHOLD.m Sets threshold to 0.6*max(matrix) and sets everything below to zero.
% Created by: Richard T. Kiok
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum
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generate.m
function generate(image750, image830, deoxy, BV);
% GENERATE.m Generate the Deoxygenation and Blood Volume Images.
% Created by: Richard T. Kiok
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum

%***********************************************************
%     Construct the Deoxygenation (deoxy) Image
% deoxy = 750nm - 830nm
%***********************************************************
figure(1)
subplot(323)
surf(deoxy);
view(0,90);
colormap(jet);
axis ij;
axis tight;
axis off;
shading flat;
colorbar;
title(‘Deoxygenation = 750nm-830 nm’);

%***********************************************************
%     Construct the Blood Volume (BV) Data
% BV = 830nm+0.3*750nm
%***********************************************************
figure(1)
subplot(324)
surf(BV);
view(0,90);
colormap(jet);
axis ij;
axis tight;
axis off;
shading flat;
colorbar;
title(‘Blood Volume = 830nm +0.3*750 nm’);
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gui.m
function gui(action,s);
% GUI.m Graphical User Interface.
% Created by: Richard T. Kiok
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum
%
% FUNCTIONS OF THE BUTTONS
% ------------------------
% Load Image Set:       Button to load images.  Pressing this button opens
% (parse.m)             up a browser for you to select the data file you
%                       want to load.  Browse through the directories and
%                       find the data file you want to load. Double click
%                       on the data file or highlight the data file and
%                       press okay to load the data.  The path, subject
%                       number, wavelength, and side (r or l) are parsed
%                       from this selection.
%
% Interpolate:          Interpolates the data sets.  Pressing this button
% (interpolate.m)       interpolates the selected data set, the data set of
%                       the opposite wavelength (750 or 830 nm), and the
%                       corresponding model data sets.  This function also
%                       generates and displays the interpolated data in the
%                       top two sections of the subplot(32x) arrangement based
%                       on Image = TestData - ModelData.
%
% Generate BV & deoxy:  Displays the deoxygenation (deoxy) and blood volume
% (generate.m)          (BV) images.  BV is calculated by BV = 830nm+0.3*750nm,
%                       and deoxy is calculated by deoxy = 750nm - 830nm.
%                       These two images are displayed in subplot(323) and
%                       subplot(324), respectively.
%
% Threshold:            Thresholds the data.  This function sets all of the data
% (threshold.m)         below the threshold value to zero.  This minimizes the
%                       amount of “noise” in the image and accentuates levels of
%                       high activity.  The deoxy and BV plots are moved to
%                       subplot(321) and (322), respectively.  The thresholded
%                       deoxy plot is generated in subplot(323), and the thresholded
%                       BV plot is generated in subplot(324).
%
% Plot Congruence:      Generates the congruence plot.  This function compares the
% (congruence.m)        thresholded deoxy and BV plots and generates an image that
%                       indicating where the two overlap within a multiple of the
%                       congruence factor.  The congruence factor is the ratio of
%                       max(BV) to max(deoxy).
%
% Congruence Stats:     Calculates and displays the congruence statistics.  Two
% (cong_stat.m)         statistics are displayed: congruent pixel count (the number
%                       of pixels in common) and congruent pixel percentage (the
%                       congruent pixel count/min([BV_count, deoxy_count]), where
%                       BV_count is the number of pixels above the BV threshold, and
%                       deoxy_count is the numbe of pixels above the deoxy threshold.
%
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% Automated (pause):    Automatically analyzes the data, waiting for the user to press
% (automated_p.m)       a button before proceeding to the next step.  Each of the
%                       functions is called sequentially until the congruence
%                       statistics are displayed.
%
% Automated (no pause): Automatically analyzes the data without waiting for user input.
% (automated.m)         The only required input is a result of the parse.m function
%                       that requires the user to choose a file for analysis.  All other
%                       analysis proceeds automatically.

clear all;
if nargin<1,
    action=’initialize’;
end;
if strcmp(action,’initialize’),
figNumber=figure( ...
        ‘Name’,’Portable Breast Tumor Imaging System’, ...
        ‘NumberTitle’,’off’);
     colordef(figNumber,’white’);
    axes( ...
        ‘Units’,’normalized’, ...
        ‘Position’,[0.1 0.1 0.60 0.80], ...
        ‘XTick’,[],’YTick’,[], ...
        ‘Box’,’on’);
     set(figNumber,’units’,’normalized’,’position’,[0.00 -0.06 1.00 1.00]...
         ,’defaultaxesposition’,[0.1 0.1 0.60 0.80]);
    freqzHnd = subplot(1,1,1);
    set(gca, ...
        ‘Units’,’normalized’, ...
        ‘Position’,[0.025 0.085 0.725 0.83], ...
        ‘XTick’,[],’YTick’,[], ...
        ‘Box’,’on’);

     pathname = [];

    %====================================
    % Information for all buttons (and menus)
    labelColor=[0.8 0.8 0.8];
    yInitPos=0.70;
    menutop=0.98;
    btnTop = 0.5;
    top=0.85;
    left=0.80;
    btnWid=0.15;
    btnHt=0.052;
    textHeight = 0.048;
    textWidth = 0.00;
    % Spacing between the button and the next command’s label
    spacing=0.009;

    %====================================
    % The CONSOLE frame
    frmBorder=0.019; frmBottom=0.04;
    frmHeight = 0.92; frmWidth = btnWid;
    yPos=frmBottom-frmBorder;
    frmPos=[left-frmBorder yPos frmWidth+2*frmBorder frmHeight+2*frmBorder];
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    h=uicontrol( ...
        ‘Style’,’frame’, ...
        ‘Units’,’normalized’, ...
        ‘Position’,frmPos, ...
        ‘BackgroundColor’,[0.5 0.5 0.5]);

    btnNumber= 0;

%***********************************************************
%       Load Image Set Button
%***********************************************************
    btnNumber = btnNumber +1 ;
    labelStr=’Load Image Set’;
    yPos=menutop-(btnNumber-1)*(btnHt+spacing);
    top = yPos - btnHt - spacing;
    labelWidth = frmWidth-textWidth;
    labelBottom=top-textHeight;
    labelLeft = left;
    callbackStr=’[test_trial, data_path, fname, wl, number, side] = parse;’;
    bpos=[labelLeft labelBottom labelWidth textHeight];
    Kalgh=uicontrol( ...
        ‘Style’,’pushbutton’, ...
        ‘Units’,’normalized’, ...
        ‘Position’,bpos, ...
        ‘String’,labelStr, ...
        ‘Callback’,callbackStr);

%***********************************************************
%       Interpolate Button
%***********************************************************
    btnNumber = btnNumber +1 ;
    labelStr=’Interpolate’;
    yPos=menutop-(btnNumber-1)*(btnHt+spacing);
    top = yPos - btnHt - spacing;
    labelWidth = frmWidth-textWidth;
    labelBottom=top-textHeight;
    labelLeft = left;
    callbackStr=’[image750, image830, deoxy, BV, range] = interpolate(data_path,number,side);’;
    bpos=[labelLeft labelBottom labelWidth textHeight];
    interp=uicontrol( ...
        ‘Style’,’pushbutton’, ...
        ‘Units’,’normalized’, ...
        ‘Position’,bpos, ...
        ‘String’,labelStr, ...
        ‘Callback’,callbackStr);

%***********************************************************
%       Generate Button
%***********************************************************
    btnNumber = btnNumber +1 ;
    labelStr=’Generate BV & deoxy’;
    yPos=menutop-(btnNumber-1)*(btnHt+spacing);
    top = yPos - btnHt - spacing;
    labelWidth = frmWidth-textWidth;
    labelBottom=top-textHeight;
    labelLeft = left;
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    callbackStr=’generate(image750, image830, deoxy, BV);’;
    bpos=[labelLeft labelBottom labelWidth textHeight];
    gen=uicontrol( ...
        ‘Style’,’pushbutton’, ...
        ‘Units’,’normalized’, ...
        ‘Position’,bpos, ...
        ‘String’,labelStr, ...
        ‘Callback’,callbackStr);

%***********************************************************
%       Threshold Button
%***********************************************************
    btnNumber = btnNumber +1 ;
    labelStr=’Threshold’;
    yPos=menutop-(btnNumber-1)*(btnHt+spacing);
    top = yPos - btnHt - spacing;
    labelWidth = frmWidth-textWidth;
    labelBottom=top-textHeight;
    labelLeft = left;
    callbackStr=’[deoxy_thresh, deoxy_count, BV_thresh, BV_count] = threshold(image750, image830,
deoxy, BV, range);’;
    bpos=[labelLeft labelBottom labelWidth textHeight];
    Kalgh=uicontrol( ...
        ‘Style’,’pushbutton’, ...
        ‘Units’,’normalized’, ...
        ‘Position’,bpos, ...
        ‘String’,labelStr, ...
        ‘Callback’,callbackStr);

%***********************************************************
%       Display Congruence Button
%***********************************************************
    btnNumber = btnNumber +1 ;
    labelStr=’Plot Congruence’;
    yPos=menutop-(btnNumber-1)*(btnHt+spacing);
    top = yPos - btnHt - spacing;
    labelWidth = frmWidth-textWidth;
    labelBottom=top-textHeight;
    labelLeft = left;
    callbackStr=’[congruence_count] = congruence(deoxy, BV, BV_thresh, deoxy_thresh, range);’;
    bpos=[labelLeft labelBottom labelWidth textHeight];
    Kalgh=uicontrol( ...
        ‘Style’,’pushbutton’, ...
        ‘Units’,’normalized’, ...
        ‘Position’,bpos, ...
        ‘String’,labelStr, ...
        ‘Callback’,callbackStr);

%***********************************************************
%        Congruence Statistics button
%***********************************************************
    btnNumber=btnNumber + 1;
    labelStr=’Congruence Stats’;
    yPos=menutop-(btnNumber-1)*(btnHt+spacing);
    top = yPos - btnHt - spacing;
    labelWidth = frmWidth-textWidth;
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    labelBottom=top-textHeight;
    labelLeft = left;
    callbackStr=’cong_stat(congruence_count,deoxy_count,BV_count,number,wl,side);’;
    bpos=[labelLeft labelBottom labelWidth textHeight];
    Browseh=uicontrol( ...
        ‘Style’,’pushbutton’, ...
        ‘Units’,’normalized’, ...
        ‘Position’,bpos, ...
        ‘String’,labelStr, ...
        ‘Callback’,callbackStr);

%***********************************************************
%        Automated (pause) button
%***********************************************************
    btnNumber=btnNumber + 1;
    labelStr=’Automated (pause)’;
    yPos=menutop-(btnNumber-1)*(btnHt+spacing);
    top = yPos - btnHt - spacing;
    labelWidth = frmWidth-textWidth;
    labelBottom=top-textHeight;
    labelLeft = left;
    callbackStr=’automated_p;’;
    bpos=[labelLeft labelBottom labelWidth textHeight];
    Browseh=uicontrol( ...
        ‘Style’,’pushbutton’, ...
        ‘Units’,’normalized’, ...
        ‘Position’,bpos, ...
        ‘String’,labelStr, ...
        ‘Callback’,callbackStr);

%***********************************************************
%        Automated (no pause) button
%***********************************************************
    btnNumber=btnNumber + 1;
    labelStr=’Automated (no pause)’;
    yPos=menutop-(btnNumber-1)*(btnHt+spacing);
    top = yPos - btnHt - spacing;
    labelWidth = frmWidth-textWidth;
    labelBottom=top-textHeight;
    labelLeft = left;
    callbackStr=’automated;’;
    bpos=[labelLeft labelBottom labelWidth textHeight];
    Browseh=uicontrol( ...
        ‘Style’,’pushbutton’, ...
        ‘Units’,’normalized’, ...
        ‘Position’,bpos, ...
        ‘String’,labelStr, ...
        ‘Callback’,callbackStr);

%***********************************************************
%       Close Button
%***********************************************************
    btnNumber = btnNumber +1 ;
    labelStr=’Close’;
    yPos=menutop-(btnNumber-1)*(btnHt+spacing);
    top = yPos - btnHt - spacing;
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    labelWidth = frmWidth-textWidth;
    labelBottom=top-textHeight;
    labelLeft = left;
    callbackStr=’clear all;close all’;
    bpos=[labelLeft labelBottom labelWidth textHeight];
    Veinh=uicontrol( ...
        ‘Style’,’pushbutton’, ...
        ‘Units’,’normalized’, ...
        ‘Position’,bpos, ...
        ‘String’,labelStr, ...
        ‘Callback’,callbackStr);

%***********************************************************
%       Help button
%***********************************************************
    btnNumber = btnNumber +1 ;
    labelStr=’Help’;
    yPos=menutop-(btnNumber-1)*(btnHt+spacing);
    top = yPos - btnHt - spacing;
    labelWidth = frmWidth-textWidth;
    labelBottom=top-textHeight;
    labelLeft = left;
    callbackStr=’helpwin gui’;
    bpos=[labelLeft labelBottom labelWidth textHeight];
    Veinh=uicontrol( ...
        ‘Style’,’pushbutton’, ...
        ‘Units’,’normalized’, ...
        ‘Position’,bpos, ...
        ‘String’,labelStr, ...
        ‘Callback’,callbackStr);

%***********************************************************
%       Close
%***********************************************************
elseif strcmp(action,’Close’),
   close all;
   clear all;
   return
end
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interpolate.m
function [image750, image830, deoxy, BV, range] = interpolate(data_path,number,side);
% INTERPOLATE.m Interpolate the data sets and generate corresponding images.
% Created by: Richard T. Kiok
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum

%***********************************************************
% Load the 750 nm Model Set
%***********************************************************
mod_750_name = sprintf( ‘%sMod%s.750.txt’, data_path, number);
a = load(mod_750_name);

s(1)=a(1,1);
s(2)=a(1,3);
s(3)=a(3,3);
s(4)=a(3,1);
l(1)=a(1,2);
l(2)=a(2,1);
l(3)=a(3,2);
l(4)=a(2,3);

c1(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c1(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c1(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c1(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c1(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c1(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c1(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c1(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c1(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c1(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c1(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c1(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c1(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c1(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c1(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c1(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

s(1)=a(1,6);
s(2)=a(1,4);
s(3)=a(3,4);
s(4)=a(3,6);
l(1)=a(1,5);
l(2)=a(2,6);
l(3)=a(3,5);
l(4)=a(2,4);

c2(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c2(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c2(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c2(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
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c2(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c2(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c2(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c2(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c2(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c2(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c2(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c2(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c2(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c2(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c2(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c2(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

c=c2;
c2=[c(1,4),c(1,3),c(1,2),c(1,1);c(2,4),c(2,3),c(2,2),c(2,1);c(3,4),c(3,3),c(3,2),c(3,1);c(4,4),c(4,3),c(4,2),c(4,1
)];
s(1)=a(6,1);
s(2)=a(6,3);
s(3)=a(4,3);
s(4)=a(4,1);
l(1)=a(6,2);
l(2)=a(5,1);
l(3)=a(4,2);
l(4)=a(5,3);

c3(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c3(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c3(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c3(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c3(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c3(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c3(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c3(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c3(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c3(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c3(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c3(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c3(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c3(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c3(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c3(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

c=c3;
c3=[c(4,1),c(4,2),c(4,3),c(4,4);c(3,1),c(3,2),c(3,3),c(3,4);c(2,1),c(2,2),c(2,3),c(2,4);c(1,1),c(1,2),c(1,3),c(1,4
)];
s(1)=a(6,6);
s(2)=a(6,4);
s(3)=a(4,4);
s(4)=a(4,6);
l(1)=a(6,5);
l(2)=a(5,6);
l(3)=a(4,5);
l(4)=a(5,4);
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c4(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c4(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c4(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c4(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c4(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c4(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c4(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c4(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c4(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c4(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c4(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c4(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c4(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c4(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c4(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c4(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

c=c4;
c4=[c(4,4),c(4,3),c(4,2),c(4,1);c(3,4),c(3,3),c(3,2),c(3,1);c(2,4),c(2,3),c(2,2),c(2,1);c(1,4),c(1,3),c(1,2),c(1,1
)];
b2=[c1,c2;c3,c4];
b11=(b2);
c=interp2(b11,5);
mod_750 = c;

%***********************************************************
% Load the 750 nm Test Set
%***********************************************************
test_750_name = sprintf( ‘%sSb%sa%s.750.txt’, data_path, number,side);
a = load(test_750_name);

s(1)=a(1,1);
s(2)=a(1,3);
s(3)=a(3,3);
s(4)=a(3,1);
l(1)=a(1,2);
l(2)=a(2,1);
l(3)=a(3,2);
l(4)=a(2,3);

c1(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c1(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c1(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c1(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c1(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c1(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c1(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c1(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c1(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c1(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c1(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c1(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c1(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c1(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
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c1(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c1(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

s(1)=a(1,6);
s(2)=a(1,4);
s(3)=a(3,4);
s(4)=a(3,6);
l(1)=a(1,5);
l(2)=a(2,6);
l(3)=a(3,5);
l(4)=a(2,4);

c2(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c2(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c2(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c2(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c2(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c2(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c2(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c2(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c2(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c2(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c2(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c2(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c2(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c2(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c2(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c2(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

c=c2;
c2=[c(1,4),c(1,3),c(1,2),c(1,1);c(2,4),c(2,3),c(2,2),c(2,1);c(3,4),c(3,3),c(3,2),c(3,1);c(4,4),c(4,3),c(4,2),c(4,1
)];
s(1)=a(6,1);
s(2)=a(6,3);
s(3)=a(4,3);
s(4)=a(4,1);
l(1)=a(6,2);
l(2)=a(5,1);
l(3)=a(4,2);
l(4)=a(5,3);

c3(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c3(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c3(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c3(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c3(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c3(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c3(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c3(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c3(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c3(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c3(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c3(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c3(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
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c3(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c3(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c3(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

c=c3;
c3=[c(4,1),c(4,2),c(4,3),c(4,4);c(3,1),c(3,2),c(3,3),c(3,4);c(2,1),c(2,2),c(2,3),c(2,4);c(1,1),c(1,2),c(1,3),c(1,4
)];
s(1)=a(6,6);
s(2)=a(6,4);
s(3)=a(4,4);
s(4)=a(4,6);
l(1)=a(6,5);
l(2)=a(5,6);
l(3)=a(4,5);
l(4)=a(5,4);

c4(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c4(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c4(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c4(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c4(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c4(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c4(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c4(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c4(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c4(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c4(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c4(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c4(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c4(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c4(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c4(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

c=c4;
c4=[c(4,4),c(4,3),c(4,2),c(4,1);c(3,4),c(3,3),c(3,2),c(3,1);c(2,4),c(2,3),c(2,2),c(2,1);c(1,4),c(1,3),c(1,2),c(1,1
)];
b2=[c1,c2;c3,c4];
b11=(b2);
c=interp2(b11,5);
test_750 = c;

%***********************************************************
%     Load the 750 nm Image
% Image = TestData - ModelData
%***********************************************************
image750 = (test_750)-(mod_750);
[m750,n750] = size(image750);

figure(1)
subplot(321)
surf(image750);

view(0,90);
axis ij;
axis tight;
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axis off;
colormap(jet);
shading flat;
colorbar;
title(‘750 nm’);

%***********************************************************
% Load the 830 nm Model Set
%***********************************************************
mod_830_name = sprintf( ‘%sMod%s.830.txt’, data_path, number);
a = load(mod_830_name);

s(1)=a(1,1);
s(2)=a(1,3);
s(3)=a(3,3);
s(4)=a(3,1);
l(1)=a(1,2);
l(2)=a(2,1);
l(3)=a(3,2);
l(4)=a(2,3);
c1(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c1(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c1(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c1(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c1(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c1(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c1(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c1(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c1(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c1(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c1(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c1(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c1(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c1(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c1(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c1(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

s(1)=a(1,6);
s(2)=a(1,4);
s(3)=a(3,4);
s(4)=a(3,6);
l(1)=a(1,5);
l(2)=a(2,6);
l(3)=a(3,5);
l(4)=a(2,4);

c2(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c2(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c2(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c2(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c2(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c2(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c2(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c2(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;
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c2(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c2(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c2(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c2(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c2(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c2(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c2(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c2(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

c=c2;
c2=[c(1,4),c(1,3),c(1,2),c(1,1);c(2,4),c(2,3),c(2,2),c(2,1);c(3,4),c(3,3),c(3,2),c(3,1);c(4,4),c(4,3),c(4,2),c(4,1
)];
s(1)=a(6,1);
s(2)=a(6,3);
s(3)=a(4,3);
s(4)=a(4,1);
l(1)=a(6,2);
l(2)=a(5,1);
l(3)=a(4,2);
l(4)=a(5,3);

c3(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c3(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c3(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c3(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c3(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c3(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c3(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c3(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c3(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c3(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c3(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c3(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c3(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c3(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c3(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c3(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

c=c3;
c3=[c(4,1),c(4,2),c(4,3),c(4,4);c(3,1),c(3,2),c(3,3),c(3,4);c(2,1),c(2,2),c(2,3),c(2,4);c(1,1),c(1,2),c(1,3),c(1,4
)];
s(1)=a(6,6);
s(2)=a(6,4);
s(3)=a(4,4);
s(4)=a(4,6);
l(1)=a(6,5);
l(2)=a(5,6);
l(3)=a(4,5);
l(4)=a(5,4);

c4(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c4(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c4(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c4(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c4(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
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c4(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c4(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c4(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c4(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c4(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c4(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c4(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c4(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c4(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c4(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c4(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

c=c4;
c4=[c(4,4),c(4,3),c(4,2),c(4,1);c(3,4),c(3,3),c(3,2),c(3,1);c(2,4),c(2,3),c(2,2),c(2,1);c(1,4),c(1,3),c(1,2),c(1,1
)];
b2=[c1,c2;c3,c4];
b12=(b2);
c=interp2(b12,5);
mod_830 = c;

%***********************************************************
% Load the 830 nm Test Set
%***********************************************************
test_830_name = sprintf( ‘%sSb%sa%s.830.txt’, data_path, number, side);
a = load(test_830_name);

s(1)=a(1,1);
s(2)=a(1,3);
s(3)=a(3,3);
s(4)=a(3,1);
l(1)=a(1,2);
l(2)=a(2,1);
l(3)=a(3,2);
l(4)=a(2,3);
c1(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c1(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c1(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c1(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c1(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c1(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c1(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c1(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c1(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c1(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c1(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c1(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c1(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c1(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c1(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c1(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

s(1)=a(1,6);
s(2)=a(1,4);
s(3)=a(3,4);
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s(4)=a(3,6);
l(1)=a(1,5);
l(2)=a(2,6);
l(3)=a(3,5);
l(4)=a(2,4);

c2(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c2(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c2(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c2(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c2(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c2(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c2(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c2(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c2(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c2(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c2(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c2(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c2(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c2(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c2(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c2(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

c=c2;
c2=[c(1,4),c(1,3),c(1,2),c(1,1);c(2,4),c(2,3),c(2,2),c(2,1);c(3,4),c(3,3),c(3,2),c(3,1);c(4,4),c(4,3),c(4,2),c(4,1
)];
s(1)=a(6,1);
s(2)=a(6,3);
s(3)=a(4,3);
s(4)=a(4,1);
l(1)=a(6,2);
l(2)=a(5,1);
l(3)=a(4,2);
l(4)=a(5,3);

c3(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c3(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c3(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c3(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c3(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c3(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c3(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c3(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c3(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c3(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c3(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c3(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c3(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c3(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c3(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c3(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

c=c3;
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c3=[c(4,1),c(4,2),c(4,3),c(4,4);c(3,1),c(3,2),c(3,3),c(3,4);c(2,1),c(2,2),c(2,3),c(2,4);c(1,1),c(1,2),c(1,3),c(1,4
)];
s(1)=a(6,6);
s(2)=a(6,4);
s(3)=a(4,4);
s(4)=a(4,6);
l(1)=a(6,5);
l(2)=a(5,6);
l(3)=a(4,5);
l(4)=a(5,4);

c4(1,1)=(s(1)+0.5*l(1)+0.5*l(2))/10;
c4(1,4)=(0.5*l(1)+s(2))/7.5;
c4(4,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(4))/5.5;
c4(4,4)=(s(3)+l(3)+l(4))/3;
c4(1,2)=(0.5*l(1)+s(1))/7.5;
c4(1,3)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(2))/5;
c4(2,1)=(0.5*l(2)+s(1))/7.5;
c4(3,1)=(0.5*s(1)+0.5*s(4))/5;

c4(4,2)=(l(3)+l(2)+s(4))/3;
c4(4,3)=(l(3)+s(3)+s(4))/3;
c4(2,4)=(l(4)+s(2)+l(1))/3;
c4(3,4)=(l(4)+s(3)+s(2))/3;
c4(2,2)=(s(1)+l(1)+l(2))/3;
c4(2,3)=(s(1)+l(1)+s(2))/3;
c4(3,2)=(s(4)+l(2)+s(1))/3;
c4(3,3)=(l(1)+l(2)+l(3)+l(4)+s(1)+s(2)+s(3)+s(4))/8;

c=c4;
c4=[c(4,4),c(4,3),c(4,2),c(4,1);c(3,4),c(3,3),c(3,2),c(3,1);c(2,4),c(2,3),c(2,2),c(2,1);c(1,4),c(1,3),c(1,2),c(1,1
)];
b2=[c1,c2;c3,c4];
b12=(b2);
c=interp2(b12,5);
test_830 = c;

%***********************************************************
%     Load the 830 nm Image
% Image = TestData - ModelData
%***********************************************************
image830 = test_830 -mod_830;
[m830,n830] = size(image830);
figure(1)
subplot(322)
surf(image830);

view(0,90);
axis ij;
axis tight;
axis off;
colormap(jet);

shading flat;
colorbar;
title(‘830 nm’);
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%***********************************************************
%     Construct the Deoxygenation (deoxy) Data
% deoxy = 750nm - 830nm
%***********************************************************
e=abs(b11)-abs(b12);
deoxy=interp2(e,5);
[mdeoxy,ndeoxy] = size(deoxy);

%***********************************************************
%     Construct the Blood Volume (BV) Data
% BV = 830nm+0.3*750nm
%***********************************************************
d=(b12)+0.3*(b11);
BV=interp2(d,5);
[mBV,nBV] = size(BV);

if m750==n750
   range = m750;
else
   range = min([m750 m830]);
end
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parse.m
function [test_trial, data_path, fname, wl, number, side] = parse;
% PARSE.m Determine the path, filename, subject number, wavelength, and side.
% Created by: Richard T. Kiok
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum

%***********************************************************
%       Launch the browsing window
%***********************************************************
[test_trial, data_path] = uigetfile(‘*.txt’,’Load Test Data File (SbNNNNaR.WWW.txt)’);
input_files = dir(data_path);
number_files = size(input_files,1);

%***********************************************************
%       Determine which data set was chosen
%***********************************************************
for i = 1:number_files
   input_name = char(input_files(i).name);
   test_name = char(test_trial);
   if strcmp(input_name,test_name)
      which_one = i;
   end
end

%***********************************************************
%       Parse the image name
%***********************************************************
for i = which_one

x = findstr(input_files(i,:).name,’x’);
 fname = input_files(i).name(1:(x-7));
  number = input_files(i).name((x-12):(x-9));
  wl = input_files(i).name((x-5):(x-3));
   side = input_files(i).name(x-7);
end

%***********************************************************
%       Load the specified image
%***********************************************************
image1_file = load([data_path test_trial]);
[m,n] = size(image1_file);
image1 = zeros(n);

if m ~=n
   for i = 1:n
      for j = 1:n
         image1(i,j) = image1_file(i,j);
      end
   end
elseif m==n
   image1(i,j) = image1_file(i,j);
end
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%***********************************************************
%       Load the model for the specified image
%***********************************************************
model1_filename = sprintf(‘Mod%s.%s.txt’, number, wl);
model1_file = load([data_path model1_filename]);
[m,n] = size(model1_file);
model1 = zeros(n);

if m ~=n
   for i = 1:n
      for j = 1:n
         model1(i,j) = model1_file(i,j);
      end
   end
elseif m==n
   model1(i,j) = model1_file(i,j);
end

%***********************************************************
%       Calculate and plot the specified image
%   Image = TestData-ModelData
%***********************************************************
im1 = image1-model1;
if strcmp(wl,’750’)
   figure(1);
   subplot(321);
   imagesc(im1);
   axis ij;
   axis tight;
   axis off;
   colorbar;
   title(test_name);
elseif strcmp(wl,’830’)
   figure(1);
   subplot(322);
   imagesc(im1);
   axis ij;
   axis tight;
   axis off;
   colorbar;
   title(test_name);
end
pause;

%***********************************************************
%       Load the image of the other wavelength
%***********************************************************
if strcmp(wl,’750’)
   new_wl=830;
elseif strcmp(wl,’830’)
   new_wl=750;
end
image2_filename = sprintf(‘Sb%sa%s.%0d.txt’, number, side, new_wl);
image2_file = load([data_path image2_filename]);
[m,n] = size(image2_file);
image2 = zeros(n);
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if m ~=n
   for i = 1:n
      for j = 1:n
         image2(i,j) = image2_file(i,j);
      end
   end
elseif m==n
   image2(i,j) = image2_file(i,j);
end

%***********************************************************
%       Load the model for the specified image
%***********************************************************
model2_filename = sprintf(‘Mod%s.%0d.txt’, number, new_wl);
model2_file = load([data_path model2_filename]);
[m,n] = size(model2_file);
model2 = zeros(n);

if m ~=n
   for i = 1:n
      for j = 1:n
         model2(i,j) = model2_file(i,j);
      end
   end
elseif m==n
   model2(i,j) = model2_file(i,j);
end

%***********************************************************
%       Calculate and plot the specified image
%   Image = TestData-ModelData
%***********************************************************
im2 = image2-model2;
if strcmp(num2str(new_wl),’750’)
   subplot(321);
elseif strcmp(num2str(new_wl),’830’)
   subplot(322);
end
imagesc(im2);
axis ij;
axis tight;
axis off;
colorbar;
title(image2_filename);
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threshold.m
function [deoxy_thresh, deoxy_count, BV_thresh, BV_count] = threshold(image750, image830, deoxy,
BV, range);
% THRESHOLD.m Sets threshold to 0.6*max(matrix) and sets everything below to zero.
% Created by: Mark Phong
% Revised: April 18, 1999
% BE-495/496: Senior Design
% Advisor: Dr. Britton Chance
% Professor: Dr. Gershon Buchsbaum

constant = 0.6;

%******************************************************************************
% Move original deoxy and BV to top of figure
%******************************************************************************
figure(1)
subplot(321)
surf(deoxy);
view(0,90);
colormap(jet);
axis ij;
axis tight;
axis off;
shading flat;
colorbar;
title(‘Deoxygenation = 750nm-830 nm’);

figure(1)
subplot(322)
surf(BV);
view(0,90);
colormap(jet);
axis ij;
axis tight;
axis off;
shading flat;
colorbar;
title(‘Blood Volume = 830nm +0.3*750 nm’);

%******************************************************************************
% Threshold deoxy
%******************************************************************************
deoxy_max_vector = max(deoxy);
deoxy_thresh_max = max(deoxy_max_vector);
deoxy_thresh_value = deoxy_thresh_max*constant;

deoxy_thresh = zeros(range);
deoxy_count = 0;

for i = 1:range
   for j = 1:range
      if deoxy(i,j) < deoxy_thresh_value
         deoxy_thresh(i,j) = 0;
      elseif deoxy(i,j) == 0
         deoxy_thresh(i,j) = 0;
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      else
         deoxy_thresh(i,j) = deoxy(i,j);
         deoxy_count = deoxy_count + 1;
      end
   end
end
subplot(3,2,3);
imagesc(deoxy_thresh);
title(‘Deoxygenation (Threshold)’);
axis ij;
axis tight;
axis off;
colorbar;

%******************************************************************************
% Threshold BV
%******************************************************************************
BV_max_vector = max(BV);
BV_thresh_max = max(BV_max_vector);
BV_thresh_value = BV_thresh_max*constant;

BV_thresh = zeros(range);
BV_count = 0;

for i = 1:range
   for j = 1:range
      if BV(i,j) < BV_thresh_value
         BV_thresh(i,j) = 0;
      elseif BV(i,j) == 0
         BV_thresh(i,j) = 0;
      else
         BV_thresh(i,j) = BV(i,j);
         BV_count = BV_count + 1;
      end
   end
end
subplot(3,2,4);
imagesc(BV_thresh);
title(‘BV (Threshold)’);
axis ij;
axis tight;
axis off;
colorbar;
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